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Chapterr 5 

Thee Macroeconomic Impact of 

Deregulationn in the European 

Servicess Sector 

S u m m a ry y 

Thiss chapter studies the implications of competition shocks. I show that a 
higherr degree of competition in the non-tradables sector may have adverse im-
plicationss for the tradables sector. I highlight four channels through which 
enhancedd competition in the non-tradable goods sector affects the general 
pricee level in a large, open economy (lower monopoly rents, lower import 
prices,, higher money demand, higher wages) and assess their relative impor-
tancee algebraically. This chapter also analyses the impact of money shocks. 
II  show that the long-run exchange rate magnification effect stressed by Hau 
(2000)) is small. 

5.11 Introduction 

Europee is characterised by a relatively low degree of competition in goods and services 

marketss when compared to the United States. Examples are general merchandising, 

construction,, air passenger transport and road freight.1 But European policymakers 

makee efforts to improve the situation. Initiatives by the European Commission promote 

thee completion of a truly Single Market where monopolies, price agreements between 

supplierss and preferential treatment of domestic suppliers by governments are forbidden 

byy law. Moreover, EU member states are, albeit sometimes hesitantly, liberalising their 

iSecc Goncnc, Maher and Nicoletti (2000) and McKinscy Global Institute (1994). 
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134 4 Chapterr 5. Deregulation in the European Services Sector 

networkk industries (telecom, energy, railways, water) and upgrading anti-trust legislation 

andd enforcement. Liberalisation and anti-trust measures provide consumers with the 

possibilityy to choose a supplier on the basis of quality and price. 

Thee question arises how the enhancement of competition in particular sectors affects 

thee European economy at the macro level. Sector-specific deregulation is likely to lead to 

lowerr prices and higher output in the sector targeted by the competition authorities. But 

deregulationn in one sector wil l have an impact on other sectors as well. For policymakers 

i tt is relevant to know how product market liberalisation in one. or several sectors affects 

aggregatee output and the general price level. Taking an international perspective, how 

doess an increase in the degree of competition in one sector affect the current account, 

thee terms of trade and the exchange rate? 

Too address these questions. I employ the framework by Obstfeld and Rogoff (1995. 

1996).. Their model allows for imperfect competition, short-run nominal rigidities and 

richh exchange rate dynamics. Obstfeld and Rogoff's basic model is a two-country model 

withh monopolistic competition and a single differentiated tradable good. A higher degree 

off  substitutability between products corresponds to more competition (a lower degree 

off  monopoly power for individual producers). Obstfeld and Rogoff also present a model 

withh non-tradable goods and a single tradable good. There, they assume that individ-

ualss receive a fixed endowment of the tradable good and that the foreign price of the 

tradablee good is fixed. An extension of their analysis is Hau (2000, 2002), who develops 

aa two-sector, two-country model to study the relationship between trade openness and 

reall  exchange rate volatility. Hau uses a new representation of tradable and non-tradable 

goods,, based on openness (the share of products which is traded internationally) rather 

thann substitutability (the inclination of consumers to replace a product by another one 

inn response to a price increase). In contrast to Obstfeld and Rogoff (1995, 1996), Hau's 

specificationn allows for prices and output of tradable goods to be determined endoge-

nously.. However, his specification implies that the tradable and non-tradable goods 

sectorss must have an equal degree of competition and is thus rather restrictive from the 

perspectivee of price-formation. 

Thee model in this chapter differs from Obstfeld-Rogoff (1995. 1996) and Hau (2000, 

2002)) in that it allows for different degrees of competition in different sectors of the 

economy.. It distinguishes between tradable and non-tradable goods. It takes into account 

thee fact that the degree of competition in non-tradables (services) markets tends to be 

lowerr than the degree of competition in tradable (goods) markets. This chapter also 

takess into account the sector-specific characteristic of competition-promoting measures. 

Sincee the degree of competition in many non-tradables markets is relatively low. these 

marketss are priority fields of action for the competition authorities. Therefore. I focus 
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onn the enhancement of the degree of competition in the European services sector. As 

inn Blanchard and Giavazzi (2001), the elasticity of substitution between products is 

interpretedd as an instrument of competition policy. 

II  obtain the following results. First, an increase in the degree of competition in 

thee non-tradable goods sector may have adverse implications for the tradables sector. 

Intuitively,, more competition in the non-tradables sector triggers an increase in labour 

demandd in the non-tradables sector, which causes a bidding up of wages and draws 

labourr from the tradable goods sector, leading to lower tradables output and a higher 

pricee for tradables in the new equilibrium. The implication is that deregulating the 

domesticc services sector, via its impact on wages, wil l make a country less competitive 

internationally. . 

Second,, I highlight the existence of four channels through which an increase in the 

degreee of competition in the non-tradables sector may affect the general price level. Most 

importantt is the direct effect via downward pressure on profits margins. Enhancing 

competitionn in the non-tradables sector also has a downward impact on the general price 

levell  via an improvement in the home country's terms of trade and via an increase in 

moneyy demand (more competition enables households to consume more, which means 

thatt real money balances have to increase). The fourth channel works in the other 

direction:: the expansion of output in the non-tradables sector leads firms to bid up 

thee wage rate, which increases labour costs and has an upward impact on the general 

pricee level. I show that, for all realistic parameter values, an increase in the degree of 

competitionn in the non-tradables sector reduces the general price level and raises overall 

outputt and consumption in the domestic economy. This result is supportive of the Single 

Markett project and of the initiatives by EU national authorities to deregulate domestic 

servicess markets. I provide an expression for the impact of enhanced competition on 

thee inflation rate in the transitional period between two steady states, which could 

inn principle be used by the European Central Bank (ECB) to derive the appropriate 

temporaryy adjustment of its inflation objective. 

Thee model also yields several interesting insights related to the exchange-rate impact 

off  money shocks. I confirm the presence of an 'exchange rate magnification effect' stressed 

byy Hau (2000, 2002). Hau shows that, for a relatively closed economy, changes in the 

fundamentalss wil l induce relatively large exchange rate fluctuations. I show that this 

effectt is quite small. The change in the exchange rate never exceeds the size of the 

originall  shock to money. Thus, the exchange rate magnification effect would seem to be 

unimportantt in practice. 

Thee remainder of this paper is organised as follows. In the next section, the basic 

modell  is presented and equilibrium conditions under optimal behaviour by households 
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andd firms are derived. In section 5.3. a log-linearised version of the model is presented. 

Sectionn 5.4 analyses general dynamics. Section 5.5 analyses the impact of a permanent 

moneyy shock. Section 5.6 studies the consequences of a permanent shock to the degree 

off  competition. Section 5.7 concludes. 

5.22 T he model 

5.2.11 Market structure and preferences 

Thee world consists of two countries of identical size. Both countries are inhabited by a 

continuumm of monopolistic producers. Producers in the Home country are indexed by 

zz e [0. | ] , producers in the Foreign country are indexed by z e , 1]. Each of them 

producess a single tradable good zT and a single non-tradable good zN. The markets for 

tradablee and non-tradable goods are characterised by monopolistic competition. 

Householdd preferences are defined over an intertemporal utilit y function which in-

cludess a consumption index, real money balances and work effort:2 

U,=J2:r-[lcU,=J2:r-[lc ggC,C, + xlogA-lL% (5.!) 
s=ts=t s L 

wheree U is the lifetime utilit y of a representative Home household, C is composite real 

consumption.. M is the amount of nominal money balances held by the representative 

household,33 P is a consumption-based price deflator, L is the amount of labour used in 

production,, p is the discount factor, x is parameter associated with the utilit y derived 

fromm holding real money balances, K captures the disutility of work effort and t, s are time 

subscripts.. Time subscripts wil l be suppressed whenever possible. The mathematical 

expressionss for Foreign variables are identical to those found for Home (apart from an 

asteriskk (*) and a different indexation of producers) unless explicitly stated otherwise. 

Compositee real consumption in the Home country is given by 

cc = cq.clN~\ (5.2) ) 

wheree CT is consumption of tradable goods. CN is consumption of non-tradable goods 

andd 7 represents the relative preference of the representative household for tradable over 

^Consumptionn and money balances enter the utility function in log form. This implies a decreasing 
marginall  utilit y derived from both. Utilit y is quadratic in labour effort (with a negative sign), implying 
ann increasing marginal disutility from labour effort. 

3Thee money-in-the-utility function approach can be rationalised by arguing that real money balances 
alloww agents to save time in conducting transactions [Warnock (1999)]. 
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non-tradablee goods.4 

Lett cN{zN) [cT{zT)} be a Home household's consumption of good zN [zT]. Composite 

non-tradablee goods consumption in the Home country CN is defined by 

CCNN==  f' [cN{zN)]^r  dzf 
(5.3) ) 

wheree 6N is the degree of substitutability between non-tradable goods in the Home 

country.. The degree of substitutability between Foreign non-tradable goods {9*N) may 

differr from 6N. 
Tradablee goods are sold in the world market. Composite tradable goods consumption 

inn the Home country is defined by 

CTCT — ƒƒ i 
Jo Jo 

ccTT{z{zTT)])]  °T dzT 
(5.4) ) 

wheree the degree of substitutability between all tradable goods is equal to 0T, inde-

pendentlyy of where these goods are produced or consumed, i.e. 9T = 6*T. Each of the 

parameterss 9T,0N,0*N is assumed to be larger than one.5 

Thee variable P in the utilit y function (5.1) is a consumption-based price index (de-

finedfined as the minimum money cost of purchasing one unit of composite real consumption 

C),C), here given by (see Appendix A for derivation): 

pp = < T ) 1 ( ï ^ 
1-7 7 (5.5) ) 

wheree PT {PN) is the consumption-based price index of tradable (non-tradable) goods 

inn the Home country, given by 

PTPT = 'l'l [ [ 
PT{ZT)\PT{ZT)\ T dzT 

i - 0 T T 

and d 

ii-dt ii-dt dzr dzr 

(5.6) ) 

(5.7) ) 

4Thiss directly implies that the utility function is separable in tradable and non-tradable goods: 

logg C = 7 log CT + (1 - 7) log CN. 
5Thee parameters 0T, QN,Q*N will turn out to be the price elasticity of demand faced by each monop-

olist.. Since marginal revenue of an additional unity of output is negative when the elasticity of demand 

iss less than one, 9 > 1 is required to ensure a positive level of output in equilibrium. 
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respectively,, where pT{zT) is the money price of the tradable good zT and pN{zN) is the 

moneyy price of the non-tradable good zN. 

Theree are no impediments to international trade, so that the law of one price holds 
forr each individual tradable good: 

ppTT(z(zTT)) = Xp*T(zT). ( 5 8 ) 

wheree X is the nominal exchange rate. i.e. the price of one unit of Foreign currency 

expressedd in the Home currency. Since both countries' residents have equal preferences, 

consumptionn baskets of tradable goods are equal across countries.6 Therefore, the law 

off  one price (5.8) for tradable goods also holds at the aggregate level 

PPTT = XP*. (5_9j 

Duee to the existence of non-tradables in the model, purchasing power parity does not 
hold. . 

Theree is only one financial asset, an internationally traded riskless real bond denom-

inatedd in the composite tradable consumption good. There is no capital in the model, so 

firmfirm profits consist entirely of monopoly rents. It wil l be assumed that firms are entirely 

ownedd by households of the same country. Any firm profits are immediately handed back 

too the owners. Labour is immobile between countries, so that labour income remains in 

thee own economy. The period budget constraint for a representative household of the 

Homee country is 

PPTT.tF.tFtt + Mt = Pr . t (l + r ( _1 ) ^ - i + A / * - i + 

+W+WttLLtt + II , - PN,tCNJ - Pr<tCT,t - PT.tTt, (5.10) 

wheree Ft is the stock of bonds held by the representative household on date t. rt-i is the 

reall  interest rate on bonds between * - 1 and t, Wt is the nominal wage rate, Ut is firm 

profitss and Tt is a lump-sum tax or transfer. Bonds and taxes are denominated in terms of 

thee composite tradable good. The constraint (5.10) states that the households holdings 

off  cash and bonds must be equal to the previous period's cash and bond holdings, 

increasedd by income from labour and ownership of firms and bonds, and reduced by 
f>Equall  preferences for tradables across Home and Foreign agents and a single degree of substitution 

forr the entire tradables market (0T) ensure that the composition of the tradable goods basket is equal 

inn Home and Foreign. The possibility of different degrees of substitution in the non-tradables markets 

(0A-,, 0*v) does not affect the composition of the tradable goods baskets, since substitution between 

tradablee and non-tradable goods takes place at a higher level of aggregation. The level of tradable 

goodss consumption in Home and Foreign may differ, but this does not affect the results in this paper, 

whichh are derived from a linearisation around an initial equilibrium which is symmetric internationally. 
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spendingg on consumption and tax payments. Nominal wages exhibit short-run rigidity, 

butt this wil l play no explicit role until section 5.4. where long-run and short-run dynamics 

aree introduced. 

I tt is assumed that the government budget is balanced at all times.7 Moreover, it is 

assumedd that there is no government spending. Al l seigniorage revenues are redistributed 

inn the form of tranfers 

MMtt-M-Mtt-\-\ (5 111 

n n 

Thee nominal interest rate it is defined by 

l+il+i tt = ( 1 + r t )-
ppT,t+iT,t+i  (5.12) 

5.2.22 Maximisation of household utilit y 

Thee household's maximisation problem can be separated in an intra-temporal and an 

intertemporall  problem. The intra-temporal problem is solved first. 

Maximisingg one-period composite real consumption C^C1^1 subject to a nominal 

budgett constraint yields the following expressions for composite tradable goods con-

sumptionn and composite non-tradable goods consumption in the Home country (see 

Appendixx A for the derivation) 

1-77 a (5-13) C TT — 
1 - 7 ^ ^ 

CCNN - ( > Z 2 g) C. (.-") 

whichh imply that households wil l spend more on the composite tradable good if prefer-

encess (7) shift in favour of this good and if its relative price {PT/PN) declines. Mutatis 

mutandis,, the same is true for the non-tradable good. 

Similarly,, Home demand for an individual tradable good zT and non-tradable good 

zzNN follows from maximising one-period composite tradable (non-tradable) consumption 

CCTT {CM), as defined in (5.3) and (5.4), subject to a nominal budget constraint [see 

Obstfeld-Rogofff  (1996, p. 664) for a derivation] 

(5.15) ) 

(5.16) ) 

77 As Obstfeld and Rogoff (1995) point out, nothing is lost by this assumption, since Ricardian equiv-

alencee holds in this model. 
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Demandd for an individual tradable (non-tradable) good is decreasing in its relative price. 

Thee elasticity of substitution BT (BN) turns out to be equal to the price elasticity of 

demandd for each individual tradable (non-tradable) good. 

Worldd demand per capita for a particular non-tradable good is defined by equation 

(5.16).. World demand per capita for a particular tradable good equals the average of 

Homee and Foreign demand per capita for that good: 

PT{ZT)PT{ZT) , c „ 
(5.17) ) 

wheree households are indexed j . The second equality follows from the symmetry of 

consumerss and the final equality follows from (5.8) and (5.9). World per capita demand 

forr the composite tradable good C$ is defined as a weighted average (with equal weights 

inn this particular case) of Home and Foreign per capita tradable goods consumption-

Havingg solved the household's intra-temporal maximisation problem, I turn to the 

intertemporall  problem. The representative household maximises life-time utilit y (5.1), 

subjectt to the period budget constraint (5.10) which must be satisfied in every single 

period.. The first-order conditions are (see Appendix B for the derivation): 

CCTT,t+i,t+i  = 0(l + rt)CT,t, 

^N,t+i^N,t+i = p{l + rt)—~— C 

(5.18) ) 

MMtt fl + it 

PtPt ~ X 1\~LT)'  (5-2°) 

11 ~ KPtCt (5-21) 

Equationss (5.18)-(5.19) are the standard Euler equations for the consumption of tradable 

andd non-tradable goods, respectively. They indicate how the consumption of tradable 

andd non-tradable goods is smoothed over time. Equation (5.18) follows from the condi-

tionn that the marginal utilit y from consuming tradable goods in period t must equal the 

«Recalll  that tradable goods production is for the world market, rather than for the domestic market 

Therefore,, equation (5.17), rather than (5.15). is the relevant demand constraint for the representative 

firmm in the tradable goods market. 
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(time-discounted)) marginal utilit y from the amount of tradable goods that could have 

beenn consumed in period t + 1 when income had been saved (earning a real interest rate 

off  rt) in period t. Equation (5.19) follows from the identical condition for non-tradable 

goods.. The price indices in this equation serve to express the real interest rate in terms 

off  the non-tradable good.9 The money demand equation (5.20) follows from the condi-

tionn that the marginal utilit y derived from consumption in period t must be equal to 

thee marginal utilit y derived from holding cash balances during that period and spending 

thee resulting cash balances on consumption in period t + 1. The labour supply equation 

(5.21)) is the result of the condition that the marginal utilit y from consuming the revenue 

earnedd from labour equals the marginal disutility of the corresponding labour effort. 

5.2.33 Maximisation of firm profits 

Thee representative firm z is a monopolist in the production of a tradable good zT and 

aa non-tradable good zN. The firm uses only one input: labour. Labour is assumed 

too be homogeneous. The production processes for tradable and non-tradable goods are 

assumedd to be identical, with constant returns to scale in production 

VTMVTM = <*l T(*r),
 ( 5 ' 2 2) 

VN(ZN)VN(ZN) = OIIN{ZN), *

wheree a is labour productivity and yT{zN) [yN{zN)} is output of good zT [zN\. The goods 

marketss clearing conditions, which wil l also be used to solve the firms' optimisation 

problemm below, are 

(( \ n™(-, \ (5' 24) 

yyTT{z{zTT)) =  cT(2TJ, v 

(( \ r (r \ (5-25) 

Thee labour market is assumed to be competitive.10 It wil l be assumed that labour 

iss immobile internationally, but fully mobile between sectors. It follows directly that 

wagee levels in the tradable and non-tradable goods sectors wil l be equal in equilibrium, 

soo there wil l be a single wage rate W (W*) in each country. Therefore, nothing is lost 

byy assuming that each representative household works in both sectors and it wil l not be 

necessaryy to explicitly divide labour income over two sectors. 

«Equationn (5.19) also follows from combining (5.13)-(5.14) and (5.18). Therefore, this equation is 

superfluouss and will not come back when solving the model in the next section. 
10Thee assumption of competitive labour markets implies that firms and workers take the wage rate 

ass given when making decisions on goods production (labour demand) and labour supply respectively. 
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I tt is assumed that each firm produces a tradable and a non-tradable good. Assuming 

thatt each firm makes only one product would yield exactly the same results, since pro-

ductionn processes and price setting for the two goods are entirely separated in each firm. 

Thee advantage of combining both production processes in one firm is that it allows me 

too present a single expression for profits, rather than separate expressions for profits in 

thee tradables sector and in the non-tradables sector. The goods zT and zN are produced 

inn a single firm z. Firm profits are 

U(z)U(z) = pr{zT)yr(zT) + pN{zN)yN{zN) - Wl{z). (5,26) 

wheree l{z) = lT(zT) + I.N(ZN). The representative firm z chooses pT{zT) and pN{zN) 

inn order to maximise total profits (5.26), subject to the production functions (5.22)-

(5.23).. the demand functions for individual tradable and non-tradable goods (5.16) and 

(5.17)) and clearing of goods markets (5.24)-(5.25).11 It is assumed that the firm takes 

aggregatee demand for tradable and non-tradable goods ( Q '. CN) as given. The first-

orderr conditions are (see Appendix C for the derivation): 

(5.27) ) 

(5.28) ) 

Equationss (5.27)-(5.28) represent the optimal pricing rules for the representative 

firm.firm. Product prices are set equal to unit labour costs plus mark-ups of ^ and - L -

forr tradable and non-tradable goods respectively. As the situation moves" towards*  full 

competitionn (i.e. as the degrees of substitutability approach infinity) , profit margins 

tendd to zero.12 

Thee labour demand function can be derived using the production functions (5.22)-

111 Recall that the absence of barriers in the tradable goods market implies that the law of one price 

holdss for tradables, i.e. the firm cannot price discriminate between the domestic and the foreign market. 

Inn fact, it would even be suWptimal for the firm to price-discriminate, given that the price-elasticities 

off  tradables demand are equal in both countries. See also Obstfeld-Rogoff (1996. p. 711) 

"Notee that market power of firms in product markets drives a wedge between the product price and 

marginall  production costs (which i.s equivalent to a wedge between the real wage and the marginal 

productt of labour). This happens regardless of the degree of market power of workers. Market power of 

workerss in the labour market drives a wedge between the marginal disutility of labour supply and the 

marginall  utilit y of the consumption that additional labour supply buys at real factor prices. However, 

thee degree of market power of workers does not affect the wedge between the marginal product of labour 

andd the real wage [see Hau (2000. p. 430)]. 
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(5.23):13 3 

ll dd{z){z) = -[yrM + yNM]. (5-29) 

a a 

II  wil l assume the labour market to clear in equilibrium. The labour market clearing 

conditionn for the Home country is: 

t; t; ?{z)dz,?{z)dz, (5-30> 

withh L* as given by equation (5.21) and ld given by equation (5.29). 

Aggregatee Home output is defined analogous to aggregate consumption 

vv — v 7 v 1 - 7 (5.31) 

5.2.44 Competit ion policy 

Followingg Blanchard and Giavazzi (2001), the elasticity of substitution between differ-

entt varieties of the Home non-tradable good (0N) is interpreted as an instrument of 

competitionn policy.14 

Blanchardd and Giavazzi (2001) consider product market deregulation along two di-

mensions:: a reduction in entry costs and an increase in the price elasticity of demand. 

Intuitively,, a government can promote competition by making it less costly for consumers 

too switch suppliers or via a reduction in entry costs. In the former case, product demand 

wil ll  become more responsive to differences in the product price, whereas in the latter 

casee new firms wil l enter the market, offering the same product, but in a different variety 

orr on a different location. In reality, many deregulations are likely to affect both the 

demandd elasticity and entry costs. For instance, when deregulating the taxi market, the 

Dutchh government increased the number of licenses (thus reducing the costs of market 

entryy for firms) and relaxed the rules for choosing a taxi (thus lowering the switching 

costss for consumers).15 

13Outputt of tradable and non-tradable goods must be aggregated through the formula for composite 

outputt [see equation (5.31)], but labour in both sectors is expressed in the same units and can be 

aggregatedd through straightforward addition. 
14Thee parameter 6N can be thought of as being a function of 'deep parameters' representing consumer 

preferencess and competition policy. I assume that consumer preferences do not change over time, so 

thatt changes in 6N reflect changes in competition policy only. 
15Ass a result of the deregulation of the Dutch taxi market, customers are allowed to stop a taxi on 

thee road, whereas before the deregulation they had to go to a designated taxi stop and accept the rate 

offeredd by the first taxi in line (or walk to the next stop). 
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Inn this paper, I analyse deregulation in the non-tradable goods sector. I do not dis-

tinguishh between different types of competition-promoting government measures. Thus, 

II  study a special case of the different possible forms of product market, deregulation pre-

sentedd by Blanchard and Giavazzi (2001).16 All types of product market deregulation in 

thiss sector wil l be represented by a change in 9N. 

I tt is important to note that an increase in the parameter 9N does not have a direct 

impactt on utility , even though 6N appears in the utilit y function (via C). The symmetry 

amongg producers implies that, in equilibrium, households consume all varieties of the 

non-tradablee good in equal proportions (the same is true for the tradable good): 

CC N — 
Jo Jo 

[c[cNN(k] (k] ==  cN(h), 

soo that, from equations (5.1) and (5.2), a rise in 6N does not augment utilit y directly. 

However,, an increase in the elasticity of substitution between non-tradable products 

affectss the elasticity of demand facing firms (which is also equal to 0N) and thus reduces 

thee monopoly power of firms [see the pricing equation (5.28)]. This will , ceteris paribus, 

leadd to lower prices and higher consumption. Thus, an increase in 0N may affect utilit y 

viaa its impact on the monopoly power of firms. 

5.33 Loglinearising the model 

Thee model does not yield simple closed-form solutions, due to monopoly pricing and the 

endogeneityy of output. Therefore, the model wil l be linearised around a symmetric steady 

state.. The first step in this direction is deriving the solution for the initial symmetric 

steadyy state. 

5.3.11 A symmetric steady state 

Inn a steady state, all exogenous variables are constant. Steady-state values wil l be 
representedd by overbars. It follows directly from (5.18) that real interest rate equality 

16Thee number of firms plays no explicit role in this paper, but it is implicitly assumed to be constant. 

Inn Blanchard and Giavazzi (2001). product market deregulation may increase or decrease the number 

off  firms, depending on the mix of particular measures. An increase in the elasticity of demand leads to 

nett exit of firms, whereas a reduction in entry costs leads to net entry of firms. For small changes in the 

elasticityy of substitution, the number of firms remains constant when an increase in substitutability is 

accompaniedd by a proportional decline in entry costs. This is implicitly assumed here, but it will play 

noo explicit role in the remainder of the paper. 
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holdss across countries in the steady state.17 The steady state world real interest rate r 

is s 
18 8 

== 1^1 (5.32) 

Fromm the household budget constraint (5.10), it follows that steady state consumption 

iss (see Appendix D for the derivation): 

CNCN — YN, 
(5.33) ) 

K K TyTy (5.34) CCTT = rF+^Y 

wheree VT is the production-based price index of tradable goods in the Home country 

andd PT is the consumption-based price index of tradable goods in the Home country. 

Thee latter is affected not only by domestic producer prices P£, but _also by import prices 

(equivalentt to exchange-rate adjusted Foreign producer prices) X(P^)*.19 

Inn steady state, the current account must be balanced, but this is not necessarily 

thee case for the trade account. Equation (5.34) shows that the Home country can run a 

tradee deficit in steady state (CT > YT), but only if it owns interest-bearing net foreign 

assetss or if it enjoys favourable terms of trade.20 See Appendix E for a discussion of the 

currentt account and trade account dynamics in this model. 

Givenn that the model contains more endogenous variables than independent equa-

tions,, there is still a multiplicity of solutions for the steady state. The starting condition 

off  zero net foreign assets: 

closess the model in the sense that the solution is now uniquely determined (see Appendix 

n n 
17Notee that, because the law of one price holds for tradable goods at the aggregate level and because 

theree is no uncertainty (EtXt+i = Xt+l), real interest rate equality r = r*  implies uncovered interest 
parity:: 1 + it = % ^ (!+*?)

"Equationn (5.32) is equivalent to 0 = ^ = , showing that fi is the usual discount factor. 
19Notee that I have replaced pT(h) and pf (ƒ) by PV

T and (P£)*  respectively, in order to make clear 

thatt I am using aggregate variables. Recall that Home and Foreign consume all tradable goods, but that 

theyy produce a different set of tradable goods. Home produces the tradables indexed [0. , whereas 

Foreignn produces the tradables indexed , 1]. This causes the consumption-based price index and the 

production-basedd price index to differ from each other in both countries. 
2()Definee the terms of trade as P?/X(P*y. The terms of trade are favourable if export prices exceed 

importt prices, i.e. if PV
T > X{P*)*.  Recall that PT = \F% + \X(PP

T  It follows directly that the 

termss of trade are favourable if P| > PT, i.e. if domestic producer prices exceed domestic consumer 

prices. . 
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Inn order to simplify the algebra, it is assumed that there is full international symmetry 

inn the initial steady state. Thus, the price elasticities of demand for non-tradable goods 

aree equal in the initial steady state, i.e. 9N = 6%21 International symmetry also implies 

thatt the production-based price index_of tradable goods is equal to the consumption-

basedd price index of tradable goods: (ƒ*)<, = (PT)0^ It follows that the trade account 

iss balanced in the initial steady state 

(Crh(Crh = (Fr)„ . (5.35) 

Combiningg (5.21). (5.22)-(5.23). (5.27)-(5.28) and the final equation of Appendix A 
vields s 

(Y(YTT)o)o = 
a-ya-y ' "r 1 

(Y, (Y, NN )0 = 

-Kv)+d-))(¥) ] ] 
(5.36) ) 

(5.37) ) 

-Kv)+o-7)(^) ] ] 
Steadyy state output of tradable goods increases as the economy moves towards more 

competitionn in tradables (d{YT)0/d9T > 0), whereas it decreases if the economy moves 

towardss more competition in non-tradables (d(YT)0/dON < 0). Intuitively, an increase 

inn competition in the non-tradables sector triggers an increase in labour demand from 

thatt sector, which causes a bidding up of real wages and draws labour from the tradable 

goodss sector, leading to lower tradables output.23 The story is (mutatis mutandis) the 

samee for steady state output of non-tradable goods. 

Fromm (5.36)-(5.37) and (5.31). the steady state level of output is 

^MMnizi*^)? ^MMnizi*^)? 
(5.38) ) 

II  write 0X = 6%. rather than (0A-)o = (0's)u. i n o r d er n o t t 0 complicate notation. The assumption 
off  international symmetry is not necessary to solve for the steady state, but it greatly simplifies the 
algebra.. The elasticities of substitution for non-tradable goods will be allowed to move independently 
inn the two countries (i.e. 0iV ^ 0*v). 

22Inn the globally symmetric equilibrium, any two tradable goods produced anywhere in the world 
havee the same price when measured in the same currency: p(h) = Xp>(f). Aggregating over all 
tradablee goods yields: />£ - X{P»)*. Combining with equation (5.6) yields- PT = J l (pP) i -»r + 

\[X{P»YY-*-r}W-°T)\[X{P»YY-*-r}W-°T) = pp. S ec ohstfeld a nd R ü g o ff ( 1 9 9 6. p. 6 6 9 ). ' 2 T 

2!Rccalll  that labour is assumed to he fully mobile across sectors. The increase in the real wage also 
triggerss an increase in labour supply (see equation (5.43) below), but this is insufficient to accommodate 
thee additional labour demand in the non-tradables sector. 
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Inn a model with tradables only (7 = 1), equation (5.38) simplifies to the formula reported 

byy Obstfeld and Rogoff (1995),24 which corresponds to a similar result obtained earlier 

byy Blanchard and Kiyotaki (1987) in a static closed economy framework: 

__ . _. 1 

K6T K6T 

Fromm equations (5.12), (5.20), (5.32) and the final equation of Appendix A 

,-ö,-ö ^ (l~P\-M l (5-39) 

(P(P ) ~ ( 1 - 7 ) ^ M 0 J - . (5-4°) 

Invokingg equation (5.5), the steady state value of the general price level can be written 

as s 

Thee general price level depends on money supply (M0) and on the determinants of money 

demand,, being the preference for holding money balances (*) , the discount factor {(3) 

andd output (Yo)-

Ann increase in the degree of competition in the tradable goods sector leads to a decline 

inn the price of tradables, but to a rise in the price of non-tradables: d{PT)o/d9T < 0 

andd d(PN)o/dOT > 0.25 This can be seen when combining the price equations (5.39)-

(5.40)) with the output equations (5.36)-(5.37). More competition in the tradables sector 

inducess producers of tradable goods to cut prices and expand output. The higher labour 

demandd in the tradables sector causes a bidding up of real wages and draws labour 

fromm the non-tradable goods sector, leading to lower non-tradables output and a higher 

pricee for non-tradables in the new equilibrium. Intuitively, enhanced competition in the 

tradabless sector forces down profit margins in the tradables sector, but leads to higher 

reall  wages economy-wide.26 

""  240bstfeld and Rogoff normalise their model such that (the inverse of) productivity is captured by 

thee parameter K. AS a result, the parameter a does not appear in their equation. 
25Recalll  that labour is mobile across sectors. If the degree of substitutability of labour across sectors 

weree very low and the supply of labour inelastic, the increase in wages (as a result of the higher demand 

forr labour) could lead to a rise in the price of tradables, despite a decline in the mark-up. 

26Inn this model, enhanced competition in the tradables sector affects both countries symmetrically. In 

aa model which allows for different degrees of competition in the domestic and foreign tradables sectors, 

enhancingg competition in the domestic tradables sector implies a real appreciation of the Home currency. 

Notee that this effect is quite similar to the Balassa-Samuelson effect (with enhanced competition in the 

tradabless sector taking the place of higher productivity in the tradables sector). 
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Similarly,, an increase in the degree of competition in the non-tradable goods sector 

leadss to a Recline in the price level in that sector, but to a rise in the price of tradable 

goods:: d(PN)0/dON < 0 and d(PT)0/d9N > 0. It follows directly that deregulating 

thee domestic services sector (an increase in 0N) wil l make a country less competitive 

internationally.. This wil l induce a nominal depreciation of the Home currency. 

Thee real wage rate follows from equations (5.5) and (5.27)-(5.28): 

T T ""  =  a 7 
0 T - 1 1 

U-Ti i 
-- 1 1 -7 7 

(5.42) ) 

Thee real wage rate is increasing in the degree of competition in goods markets. Intu-

itively,, competition pushes down goods prices, which induces a rise in consumption and 

output.. The resulting increase in labour demand forces firms to bid up real wages. 

Employmentt in the tradables and non-tradables sectors follow directly from equations 
(5.22)-(5.23).. Adding up both sectors yields total employment 

Lo=(-Y Lo=(-Y 
- 1 1 

++ (1 (5.43) ) 

Overalll  employment is increasing in 0N and 0T. A higher degree of competition in the 

tradabless sector causes an expansion of output of tradables. The higher labour demand 

inn the tradables sector wil l be partly drawn from the non-tradables sector and partly 

mett by additional labour supply. 

Usingg (5.22)^(5.23). (5.26). (5.27)-(5.28), (5.36)-(5.37), (5.41) and (5.42), real profits 
cann be written as 

no o 

Po Po 
2-2- 1 1 ~ 7 

YY00. . (5.44) ) 

Reall  profits increase when the level of turnover (i.e. aggregate output Y0) increases, 

whenn the degree of competition (6T,6N) decreases and when consumer preferences (7) 

shiftt in favour of the least competitive sector (i.e. in favour of the good with the lowest 

pricee elasticity of demand, which is the most profitable good to the firm).27 

5.3.22 Loglinearisation 

Too allow for asymmetries between the two countries, it is helpful to log-linearise the 

modell  around the initial steady state. Define Zt = dZt/Z0. that is variables with a hat 

denotee percentage changes from the initial steady state. 

27Thee precise conditions are d{n{] /P{))/d1 > 0, if 8T < 6N and d(ÏÏ0/P0)/8(l - ->) > 0. if 0N < 0T. 
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Thee linearised price equations are: 

ppNN = --L-ds + w, (5-45) 
uuNN — 1 

PPTT = _ - J _ ?T + ï(ÏV + ^ ) + i x , (5-46) 
UTUT — L Z £ 

11 -T„  + w\ (5-47) 
NN - 1 

?N?N — a ^UN 

PPTT = --^eT + \(w + w*)-\x. (5-48) 
t>xt>x ~~ *-  ^ 

Ann increase in the degree of competition (0) in a certain sector leads to a decline of 

producerr prices in that sector. The lower the initial degree of competition (i.e. the higher 

-è ï ),, the larger the price impact of enhanced competition. A rise in the wage rate at 

Homee leads to a proportional increase in the non-tradable consumer price subindex in 

thee Home country and to a less than proportional increase in the tradable consumer price 

subindexx in Home and Foreign. An exchange rate movement has an opposite impact on 

thee price of tradables in the two countries. 

Takingg total differentials of equation (5.29) and using equations (5.36)-(5.37), (5.43), 

thee linearised version of (5.15)-(5.16) and the goods market clearing conditions gives 

LL = 4>TYT + 4>NYN, 

where e 

(5.49) ) 

--11)) , d - 7 ) ( ^ 
<t>r<t>r  = ,eT-u i /i _„,w**=I V  (pN 

nÖ T ,, + U - 7 ) ( ^ ) ' ™ tif) + {l->r)(^) 

Notee that <PT + <j> N = 1. When 0T = 6N, the expressions simplify to c/>T = 7 and 

(P(PNN = 1 - 7 . The full linearised model is reported in appendix G. 

5.44 Dynamics 

Thiss section discusses the model dynamics. Going through the general dynamics is 

helpfull  before studying the impact of a permanent exogenous money shock in the Home 

countryy (section 5.5) and a permanent exogenous shock to the degree of competition in 

thee Home country (section 5.6). 

II  wil l assume a shock takes place at t - 1, when the economy is in the initial steady 

state.. In order to follow the dynamics of the economy after the shock, I wil l distinguish 
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betweenn the short run and long run. Wages are assumed to be fixed for one period 

(goingg from t - 1 to the short-run equilibrium in t) and fully flexible thereafter. As 

inn Obstfeld-Rogoff (1995). the economy reaches its long-run equilibrium int + l and 

remainss in this new steady state thereafter. Thus, there is no staggered price setting 

ass in Calvo (1983). Shocks are assumed to be small. Therefore, by assumption, both 

thee short-run equilibrium and the new long-run steady state are sufficiently close to the 

initiall  steady state to justify a linear approximation of the model. 

II  wil l first discuss the characteristics of the new long-run equilibrium, then turn to the 
short-runn dynamics and highlight the role of international wealth transfers in connecting 
thee short and long run. 

5.4.11 Comparing steady states 

Thee long-run equilibrium is a steady state. The long-run real interest rate must be 

constant.. Its level is given by equation (5.32), as in the initial steady state. Since all 

pricess are constant in the steady state, it follows directly from equation (5.12) that the 

long-runn nominal interest rate is equal to the real interest rate and must therefore be 

constantt too (i.e. f = ? = 0). Long-run steady state changes are indicated by variables 

withh an overbar and a hat. 

Leadd the linearised version of equation (5.20) by one period and recall that the 

economyy is in steady state as of t + 1. Therefore, both (t + l)-subscripted and (r + 2)-

subscriptedd variables can be replaced by steady state changes. After simplifying, the 

longg run steady state path money demand is given by: 

S - ^^ = & (5.50) 

Combiningg equation (5.50) with the linearised versions of (5.5) and (5.8) yields the 
expressionn for the long-run exchange rate: 

XX = ~M ~-C ~-—lpN, (5.51) ) 77 7 7 

where^superscr iptt d indicates the difference between Home and Foreign, e.g. f t = 

MM - M . The expression illustrates the 'exchange rate magnification effect' stressed 

byy Hau (2000. 2002): if the size of the tradables sector (7) is small, changes in the 

fundamentalss (A/, C) wil l induce relatively large exchange rate fluctuations, even in 

thee long run. Hau (2002) provides empirical support for an inverse relationship between 

opennesss and exchange rate volatility. The intuition given by Hau is that for an economy 
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withh fewer tradables, price level adjustment wil l require larger changes in the exchange 

rate.. It is easy to check that in my model the size of the exchange rate movement {X) is 

alsoo decreasing in the size of the tradable goods sector. However, as shown by equation 

(5.51),, the non-tradables price differential (the third term on the right-hand side) may 

absorbb part of the shock to money or consumption. It is easy to show that, even for 

aa very closed economy (7 -> 0), the size of the exchange-rate response never exceeds 

thee size of the shock to money or competition (i.e. X < M and X < 0N). Thus, the 

exchangee rate magnification effect is limited in size (see appendix J). 

5.4.22 Short-run equilibrium 

Recalll  that the economy encounters a shock at time t - 1. The short run (the period 

runningg from t - 1 to t) is characterised by sticky wages (i.e. W = W* = 0). However, 

thee mark-up for non-tradable goods can change as a result of competition policy. Thus, 

inn this model, contrary to Obstfeld and Rogoff (1995, 1996) and Hau (2000, 2002), wage 

rigidityrigidity  does not imply price rigidity per se, i.e. short-run non-tradables price changes 

(P(PNN)) need not be zero. The short run can be seen as a transition period, before the 

economyy reaches its long-run equilibrium. Recall that short-run percentage changes are 

indicatedd by hatted variables without time subscripts or overbars. 

Sincee the short-run equilibrium is not a steady state, the real interest rate need not 

bee constant. Also, the short-run price level need not be equal to the long-run price level. 

Outputt is demand-determined in the short run. Therefore, short-run unemployment or 

labourr shortages can occur.28 

Thee short-run change in the exchange rate is equal to the Jong-run change, i.e. the 

exchangee rate immediately jumps to its long-run value (X = X, see appendix J). 

5.4.33 International wealth transfers 

Internationall  wealth transfers play an essential role in the model's dynamics. In par-

ticular,, a temporary shock may affect the long run equilibrium via its impact on the 

internationall  distribution of wealth. International wealth transfers are endogenously de-

terminedd in the short run. I wil l discuss the impact of exogenous wealth transfers on the 

long-runn equilibrium here, before solving the model explicitly for shocks to the money 

28Technically,, the labour-leisure condition [the linearised version of equation (5.21)] determines labour 

supply,, but not the actual level of employment, which is determined by the labour-demand equation 

[thee linearised version of (5.29)]. 
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supplyy and the degree of competition (which cause international wealth transfers) in the 
followingg sections. 

Thee model's symmetry admits a simple solution approach. I first solve for differences 

betweenn Home and Foreign variables and then for world aggregates. This approach also 

providess a better insight in the underlying intuition. 

Fromm the linearised versions of equations (5.33)-(5.34): 

—^^ vdF —^ ^p -
CC = 2 7 — + y +1{(PT)

d~X}. ( 5 . 5 2) 

Iff  output were exogenous (i.e. when labour input were fixed), a wealth transfer equal to 

11 unit of tradable goods to the Home country would lead to a steady-state international 

consumptionn differential of 2~/r: Home residents would raise consumption by the interest. 

7ff  on the transfer and Foreign residents would reduce consumption by 7f ,29 However, 

outputt is endogenous in this model: the net wealth transfer leads Home residents to 

workk less and enjoy more leisure. Foreign country residents do the opposite, leading to 

thee following (negative) international output differential:30 

~~dd vdF 
YY =(^-27)-=™* 

(C?)o' ' (5.53) ) 

Thee endogeneity of output causes the consumption differential between Home and For-
eignn to be smaller than 2-ïrdF/(C™)(). 

Home'ss long-run terms of trade, given by 

improvee when Home receives a transfer.31 This improvement is also driven by the labour-

leisuree decision. The Home country residents' decision to work less reduces Home output 

andd therefore has an upward effect on domestic producer prices, which improves the terms 

29Recalll  that the internationally traded riskless real bond is denominated in terms of the composite 
tradablee consumption good. A wealth tranfer which enables a 1 percent increase in consumption of the 
tradablee good enables a 7 percent increase in consumption of the composite good. 

TOTOForFor <j> T < 2-, to hold. it. is sufficient that 0V > 2(1 - 7 ). See appendix I. As will be argued in section 
5.6,, this condition is satisfied in practice. 

311 This is in line with the well-known argument by Keynes that a country making international transfer 
paymentss will experience a deterioration in its terms of trade. See. for instance. Obstfeld and Rogoff 
(1996,, p. 255). 
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off  trade.32 In the special case of perfect competition in the tradables sector (6T -» oo), 

aa wealth transfer would not lead to a change in the terms of trade. The reason is that 

underr perfect competition all tradable goods producers behave as price-takers. 

5.55 Money shocks 

Thiss section studies the macroeconomic effects of money shocks. More specifically, I look 

att the impact of an unanticipated permanent increase in the Home money supply, i.e. 

MM = M. Since shocks are additive, we may temporarily set 0T = 9N = BN = 0 and then 

solvee for the endogenous variables as functions of the money shock. 

5.5.11 Long-run impact 

Onee implication for monetary policy follows directly from the previous subsection. As 

wil ll  be seen when discussing the short-run dynamics below, an expansion of the Home 

moneyy supply induces a short-run current account surplus for the Home country, which 

iss balanced by a net transfer of financial assets from the Foreign country to the Home 

countryy (d~F > 0). Substituting equations (5.53)-(5.54) into equation (5.52) yields: 

g ^^ + I Ü + M ] ^ - . (5.55) 

I tt is easily seen that the resulting international consumption differential is positive and 

smallerr than 2rdF/(C£)0.33 Thus, a money supply shock, via the wealth effect, has an 

upwardd effect on the long-run consumption differential. In other words, money has real 

effectss in the long run.34 

Obstfeld-Rogofff  (1996, p. 690) present a model which includes non-tradables. In their 

model,, the Home country is small, the tradable goods sector is perfectly competitive 

andd Home output of the tradable good is exogenous. The small-country assumption 
322 Optimal pricing by firms implies that export prices are equal to domestic producer prices for tradable 

goodss (Px = P f) and that import prices (foreign export prices) are equal to to foreign producer prices 

expressedd in the domestic currency ( FM = X(Pf )*) . Then the terms of trade can be expressed as 

pXpX jpM _ pP/[X{Pr£)*].  Thus, an increase of domestic producer prices leads to an improvement in 

thee terms of trade. See also footnote 20. 
33Recalll  that 6T > 1 and 7 < 1. If both parameters were equal to 1, the expression would reduce to 

<p<pTT + 1 + 4)N, which is equal to 2. 
34Thee long-run effect of money on consumption should not be overstated. It is in the order of 

magnitudee of the real interest rate, since it is caused by the yield on net foreign assets (which the Home 

countryy has accumulated as a result of its short run current account surplus). 
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impliess that Home producers must be price-takers and that the tradables sector must be 

perfectlyy competitive. As seen in the previous section, the latter implies that the terms 

off  trade are constant. Since Obstfeld-Rogoff also assume that the Home country has a 

fixedfixed endownment of the tradable good in each period and zero net. foreign assets in the 

initiall  steady state and that the utilit y function is separable in tradable and non-tradable 

goods,, domestic supply and demand of the tradable good wil l always be equal. Thus, 

theree are no current account effects and money loses its non-neutrality property when 

Obstfeld-Rogofff  include non-tradables in their model. I do not make the small country 

assumptionn and I allow output in both sectors to be endogenously determined. As a 

result,, contrary to Obstfeld-Rogoff (1996). money retains its non-neutrality property in 

thee presence of non-tradable goods in my model.35 

Lookk at the international CPI differential. Combining equations (5.50) and (5.55) 
yields: : 

P - W - ^ + _ _ _ ] _ _ .. ( 5 5 6) 

Thee wealth effect which causes money to have a positive impact on the long-run real 

consumptionn differential, also implies that the long-run CPI differential changes less than 

proportionatelyy to a permanent, money shock: P < M 

Next.. I turn to world aggregates. From the linearised versions of equations (5.5), 

(5.21),, (5.27)-(5.28). (5.33)-(5.34) and the corresponding equations for the Foreign coun-

try,, it follows that 

—— W "-tl) 

yy =c =0. (5<57) 

Moneyy is neutral at the world level in the long run. Combining this result with the 

moneyy demand equation (5.50) and its Foreign counterpart immediately yields: 

PP = M  (5.58) 

Moneyy shocks wil l translate one-for-one into price increases at the world level.36 

Thiss paper studies exogenous money supply shocks. If monetary policy is determined endogenously 
inn a model with rational expectations then, in equilibrium, the monetary authorities cannot system-

aticallyy raise output, but they can help to stabilise the economy in response to unanticipated shocks 
(Obstfeldd and Rogoff, 1996, p. 684). 

36Moneyy is neutral at the world level, but may affect country differences. This result corresponds to 
thee notion that monetary policy can become beggar-thy-neighbour (see chapters 2 and 3). 
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5.5.22 Short-run impact 

Next,, turn to the short run. Recall that I consider the impact of an ^unanticipated 

permanentt shock to the money supply. The short-run stickiness of wages (W = W* = 0) 

impliess that the short-run world price level is not affected by changes in the money 

supply: : 

ppww = O (o.oyj 

Thee expressions for world output, world consumption and the world interest rate are 

(seee Appendix H for derivation): 

y-Wy-W _ Piw _ JTrw (5.60) 

f = _ ( ll  + i)M u;, (5-61) 
r r 

Inn the short run, wages cannot adjust to money shocks. As a result, monetary policy 

iss able to affect output and consumption. In this model a one percent increase in the 

worldd money supply leads to a one percent increase in world output and consumption. 

Ann increase in the world money supply leads to a decline in the world real interest rate. 

Ass a result of the short-run stickiness of nominal wages, the short-run impact of monetary 

policyy on output exceeds its long-run impact. The real interest rate must decline in order 

too induce a similar time-pattern for world consumption (via lower savings). 

Next,, turn to international differences: 

CCdd = 

YYdd = 

i-lfn 2^- 1 1 

ii  + 21(dT 

MMdd (5.62) 
TT \ D 

'^'^  M*  (5-63) 
D D 

wheree D = 2 + r ( l + 4>N + <Mr ) . Under monopolistic competition, prices are set above 

thee marginal cost of production. Therefore, at the margin, it is profitable for firms to 

accommodatee additional demand by producing more output.37 This means that output 

becomess demand-determined when wages are rigid. As wil l be seen below, a Home 

moneyy expansion causes a depreciation of the Home currency (X > 0). This induces net 

Foreignn demand for Home goods {Yd > Cd).38 

37Ass stated, this is only true at the margin, i.e. for small increases in demand. See Blanchard and 

Kiyotakii  (1987). 
:,8Recalll  that net Foreign demand falls entirely on tradable goods (i.e. Y*> Of). Since the markets 

forr non-tradable goods clear within each country, it follows that Y$ - Cf,. Combining these two 

equationss implies Yd > Cd. It is easy to show that (1 - ^)A/<' < Cd < Md < Y'{ < [)0T + (1 - l)]M d 

forr all admissible parameter values. 
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Givenn that wages are all fixed in the short run. the world price level cannot, change 
either,, as shown above.39 However, exchange rate movements may cause a change in 
relativee prices: 

PdPd = ^ - (5.64) 

5.5.33 Exchange rate and current account 

Ass in Obstfeld and Rogoff's (1995) model with tradables only, the exchange rate imme-

diatelyy jumps to its new long-run equilibrium value (X = X~). 

Thee reduced-form solution for the exchange rate is: 

- g : == 29T + r{l  + <pN + (pT9T) ~d 

2O2OTT + 0Tr{l+(f> N +  (f>T6T) ' 

^pe rmanentt monetary expansion in Home leads to a depreciation of the Home currency 

(X(X > 0). The d iangejn the exchange rate is less than proportional to the size of the 

moneyy shock (X < Md). As seen in the previous section, a smaller tradable goods 

sectorr leads to a higher long-run exchange rate response to money shocks, but the re-

sponsee coefficient is always below unity, so that the exchange rate magnification effect 

iss unimportant in this model. 

Inn the special case when the tradable goods sector is characterised by perfect compe-

titionn (0T -> oo), the expression for the exchange rate reduces to X = 0. The intuition 

iss that the Home country is a price taker in the tradable goods market and it cannot 

alloww a change in the exchange rate without severely distorting its economy. 

Wagee rigidity implies that domestic producer prices wil l not be affected by money 

shockss in the short run. Therefore, the short-run terms of trade are fully determined 

byy the short-run exchange rate (with a minus sign, as an appreciation of the Foreign 

currency,, X > 0, induces a deterioration of the Home terms of trade): 

PPTT ~ {PTY ~ x = -X. (5 6 5) 

Thee short-run current account (which equals the change in net foreign assets) has the 
followingg reduced-form solution (see Appendix H): 

d~Fd~F _ 0T-l -~~d 

(Cr)o(Cr)o ~ 2 + r ( l + ^ + 0 T ö T ) M ' (5-66) 

Ann expansion of the Home money supply leads to a short-run surplus on the current 
account. . 

9Thiss is due to the fact that the only shock here is a money shock. In the next section, when shocks to 

competitionn are considered, prices can change in the short run, despite short-run nominal wage rigidity. 
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5.66 Product market deregulation 

Thiss section studies the impact of product market deregulation in the shielded sector, 

wheree the degree of competition is typically lower than in the open sector. More precisely, 

II  focus on permanent shocks to the degree of competition injthe Home non-tradable goods 

sectorr (i.e. 6N = %N > 0). In this section, I wil l set M = M* = 0 (no money shocks). 

5.6.11 Long-run impact 

Ass in the previous section, I start with the long-run equilibrium. In a closed economy, 

thee direct impact of a positive shock to the degree of competition can be decomposed 

inn an income and a substitution effect. First, enhanced competition reduces the mark-

upp in the non-tradables sector. The resulting decline in the price of non-tradables has 

ann upward effect on the real wage, which effectively increases demand for both type of 

products.. Secondly, the decline in the relative price of non-tradables causes a demand 

shiftt from tradables to non-tradables. The two effects combined have the following 

impactt on tradables and non-tradables output: 

¥¥ r <PN <t>N } f ^  n 

YY**  = [m^ï+ ^ N ' 
wheree the first term on the right-hand side represents the increase in overall demand 

(equall  for both sectors)40 and the second term on the right-hand side represents the 

demandd shift (negative for the tradables sector and positive for the non-tradables sec-

tor).411 For the non-tradables sector, the two effects re-inforce each other. However, for 

thee tradables sector, the substitution effect dominates the income effect. Thus, prod-

uctt market deregulation leads to an expansion of output in the targeted sector, but an 

outputt decline in the other sector. 
40Recalll  that the formulas refer to the percentage change in output. The additional product demand 

causedd by the income effect is divided over the different sectors in proportion to the size of the sectors, 

whichh leads to equal percentage changes. The increase in aggregate demand will be larger if competition 

iss low, initially {0N small), so that enhancing competition will have a more significant downward impact 

onn the mark-up and if the non-tradables sector is large (1 - -> large, and thus oN large), so that the 

pricee reduction of non-tradables has a relatively large impact on the general price level. 
41Thee demand shift is larger if the initial degree of competition is low (0N small), so that enhancing 

competitionn will cause a large decline in the relative price of non-tradables. The impact of the demand 

shiftt on the individual sectors is inversely related to the size of the sector concerned (as reflected by cpN 

inn the formula for tradables output and <pT in the formula for non-tradables output). 
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Thee expression for aggregate output in an open economy is: 

*-*- dd . 1 — 'v m., ^d <PN<PN ,¥ , „ , rdF YY - f_ L VN 1ÏÏ , / n ^ ' U r 

T) T) 

Thee coefficient, of 9N is the (weighted) sum of thee tradables and non-tradables output. 

Fromm the perspective of the firm, the decline in monopoly power in the non-tradables 

sectorr causes additional consumer demand, which makes it attractive to produce more 

outputt ( ^ y ) . whereas the higher real wage rate makes labour more expensive, which 

hass a negative impact on labour demand and output (~2 (^_ 1 } ) .42 Product market 

deregulationn causes a positive wealth effect (dF > 0, as wil l be seen below), which 

inducess Home residents to work less and therefore has a negative effect on Home output. 

Thiss means that the overall effect on Home output is a priori ambiguous. 

Realistically,, the following constraints may be imposed on the parameters. First, 

thee degree of competition in the world market for tradable goods is larger than in the 

domesticc markets for non-tradable goods, i.e. 6T > 0N. This is in line with Hakura 

(1998),, who empirically finds that both import and export penetration have a significant 

negativee impact on the price-cost margins. Second, the price-elasticity of demand in 

thee non-tradable goods market satisfies the condition 6N > 2. This follows from Neiss 

(2001),, who finds an average labour income share in GDP of 50% for OECD countries.43 

Mostt empirical papers find results that correspond to a price-elasticity of demand ($) 

inn a range between 3.5 and 6. This corresponds to an average mark-up [1/(6 - 1)] of 

20-40%.. See Obstfeld and Rogoff (2000) for references. Third, the share of tradables is 

lesss than 50% of output, i.e. 7 < 1. In fact, for Europe, the share of agriculture and 

industryy (which typically produce tradable goods) in total output is some 25%, whereas 

thee share of (mostly non-tradable) services is some 75%. 

Forr these realistic values of the model parameters (0T > 6N > 2; 7 < , the direct 

effectt on output (lower monopoly rents) wil l dominate the indirect effect (higher real 

wage),, so that an increase in the degree of competition in the non-tradables sector raises 

overalll  output in the domestic economy. This result is supportive of the Single Market 

projectt and of initiatives by EU national authorities to deregulate domestic services 

markets. . 

42Thcc substitution effect doos not cancel out at the aggregate output level, even though it does so 
att the aggregate employment level. The reason is that the weights of the non-tradables and tradables 

sectorss in output (7. 1 - ->) can be (slightly) different from the sector weights in employment (oT , 0 V ) . 

'' Labour income gives a lower bound fur firm production costs, whereas GDP gives an upper bound 
forr firm sales. If production costs are at least 50% of firm sales, then the average profit margin is not 

moree than 100% of production costs, i.e. ^ _ - 1< 1. which is equivalent to 0,v > 2. 
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Iff  competition authorities target the wrong sector [i.e. if they enhance competition 

inn the tradables sector, despite that this sector is relatively unimportant (7 small) and 

competitionn in the other (non-tradables) sector is very limited (6N very small)], adverse 

outputt effects may occur. In this case, the output decline in the non-tradables sector may 

outweighh the output rise in the tradables sector. The implication is that further dereg-

ulatingg the tradables sector may be unattractive for countries with a highly protected 

non-tradabless sector. However, this possibility only occurs for implausible parameter 

values.44 4 

Thee Home country long-run terms of trade, given by 

-- ^ ^ ^ <pN ^ 1 + 4>N fdF 

TOTTOT = PT - (pTy - x = 20^—i j '» + ~ ^ ~ (ë?V 

improvee when competition in the Home non-tradables sector is enhanced. The reason is 

thatt the relative scarcity of labour (even with the additional supply) leads firms to bid 

upp the wage rate, so that the price of domestic tradables increases. 

Substitutingg the last two equations into equation (5.52) yields: 

fkfkdd r/i u ^ ^ 1 1 f +\ó +^l + M]IÊL_ (5.68) 

Thee international consumption differential is almost surely positive. 

Noww we turn to prices. In a closed economy, enhancing competition has the following 

impactt on tradables and non-tradables prices: 

«Thee sectors differ in the degree of competition. Therefore, even though labour productivity is equal 

inn both sectors, adding labour generates higher revenues to firms in a sector with a lower degree of 

productt market competition. Intuitively, if competition authorities target the "wrong' sector (i.e. if the 

other,, non-targeted sector has a particular lack of competition), then the shift of labour may reduce 

overalll  firm profits so much that this outweighs the increase in total labour income. Numerically, if 

77 = 0.25 (corresponding to the joint share of industry and agriculture in the gross domestic product 

inn the US and Europe) then output is increasing in the degree of competitiveness in the tradables 

sectorr only if the degree of competitiveness in the non-tradables sector satisfies 0N > 1.5. If 7 = 0.1 

(correspondingg to the share of exports in the US gross domestic product, the share is somewhat higher 

forr Europe) then output is increasing in the degree of competitiveness in the tradables sector only if 

00NN > 1.7. 
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Thee downward impact of higher non-tradables competition on the mark-up for non-

tradablee goods is the first term in the expression for %. The additional labour demand 

inn the non-tradables sector results in a higher wage rate in the entire economy, as labour 

iss mobile across sectors. This is the positive term common to both expressions. 

Onlyy littl e research has been conducted on the impact of sector-specific competition 

shockss on the price of goods in other sectors. ECB (2001a) suggests that this indirect 

pricee effect is likely to be negative, insofar as inputs for other sectors become cheaper. For 

instance,, deregulation in the energy sector wil l lower the electricity costs for companies 

inn other sectors. There are no intermediate goods in the present model. Instead, I stress 

thatt deregulation in one sector wil l increase the wage costs for companies in other sectors. 

Whetherr or not the increase in labour costs (the 'wage bill ) is indeed more important 

thann the decline in the price of intermediate goods (the 'electricity bill' ) is an empirical 

matterr that wil l not be addressed here. 

Combiningg equations (5.50) and (5.68) yields the aggregate international CPI differ-
ential: : 

[[  0N-l + 2(0N-l) ld^-lTOT-(pr^Y(j. (5.69) 

Equationn J5.69) shows four channels through which enhanced competition in the Home 

countryy {$N > 0) affects the general price level. First, enhanced competition in the 

non-tradabless sector has a downward impact on monopoly profits in this sector, which 

lowerss the price of non-tradables goods. The impact on the general price level is propor-

tionall  to the size of the non-tradable sector and inversely related to the initial degree of 

competitionn in this sector, as reflected in the term - # & . The latter indicates that 

i tt is more effective to enhance competition in a sector where firms have a high degree of 

monopolyy power. Second, the expansion of output in the non-tradables sector leads to 

higherr labour demand. The bidding up of wages implies a higher costs of factor inputs 

forr all sectors, which has an upward impact, on the general price level, as shown by the 
t e r mm 2 ( f c) V Normally (when <f> N « 1 - 7 ) , this effect reduces the price impact of the 

firstfirst channel by roughly one half. Third, deregulating the non-tradables sector leads to 

ann improvement in the Home country's terms of trade. Themipact on the general price 

levell  of the terms of trade improvement is given by -yfSf. This channel is likely to 

bee relatively small.45 Fourth, enhanced competition in the non-tradables sector gener-

atess a positive wealth effect for the Home country (dF > 0). The ensuing higher level 

«Thee terms of trade channel will become negligible if 7 - 0 or  ̂ 1. as can be seen from the fully-

reducedd form. Intuitively, if the non-tradables sector is very small (7 - 1), then enhanced competition 

inn the non-tradables sector leads to a negligible change in import prices. Conversely, if the tradables 

sectorr is very small b - 0), then enhanced competition in the non-tradables sector may induce a large 
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off  consumption implies that money demand goes up. Therefore, keeping the nominal 

moneyy supply unchanged, the general price level must go down to restore equilibrium in 

thee money market. This fourth channel is also likely to be small when compared to the 

firstt two channels.46 

Threee channels (lower monopoly rents, terms of trade improvement, higher money 

demand)) go in the direction of a lower general price level, whereas one channel (higher 

wages)) has an upward effect on the general price level. Thus, the overall price effect 

off  increasing the degree of competition is a priori ambiguous, as was the case for the 

overall  output effect. However, for all realistic parameter values (0T > 9N > 2 or 7 < 3), 

enhancedd competition has a downward effect on the relative price level in the Home 

country.. Under the assumption that the initial level of competition in the tradables 

sectorr is more intense than in the non-tradables sector (0T > 9N), one Ends that the 

minimumm decline in consumer prices in response to an increase in competition in the 

non-tradabless sector is equal to half the direct impact of the reduced mark-up (the first 

channel): : 

f<-f<-  1 " 7 X < o - (5-70) 

2 ( 0 * - 1 )) N 

Att the world level, the terms of trade effects and wealth transfers cancel out. For realistic 

parameterr values, enhanced competition increases world output:47 

V ww 7? r 1 - 7 ^ }T (5-71) 

Combiningg this result with the money demand equation (5.50) and its Foreign counter-

partt immediately shows that, under the same conditions, enhanced competition reduces 

thee average world price level: 

l 2 ( 0 ; v - i )) eN-V N 

Thee general price decline which follows from the enhancement of competition reflects 

aa more efficient allocation of resources. Therefore, monetary policymakers should fully 

declinee in import prices, but this will have a negligible impact on the overall price index. The channel 

alsoo becomes negligible in case the tradable sector is fully competitive (dT — 00). 
46Thee wealth effect/money demand channel will become negligible if 7 -> 0 or 7 -  1, as can be seen 

fromm the fully-reduced form. Intuitively, if the non-tradables sector is very small (7 -^ 1). then enhanced 

competitionn in the non-tradables sector leads to a negligible wealth transfer (dF -> 0). Conversely, if 

thee tradables sector is very small (7 - 0), then enhanced competition in the non-tradables sector may 

leadd to a wealth transfer which is large in terms of tradable goods, but this will have a negligible impact 

onn overall consumption (and therefore also on money demand and the general price level). 
47Recalll  that 7 < \ or 6T > 6N is sufficient for 1 - 7 > <t> N (see Appendix I). 

PP = 
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accommodatee this decline.48 Enhanced competition permanently lowers the price level, 

butt it wil l only have a temporary effect on the level of inflation.49 Accommodating the 

pricee effect of enhanced competition therefore implies the need for a temporary adjust-

mentt of the policymaker's inflation target. In order to derive the appropriate size of the 

adjustment,, monetary policymakers need to distinguish the impact of enhanced compe-

titionn from other sources of price changes. Equations (5.69) and (5.72) can play a useful 

rolee in this respect, Combined with an assessment of the length of the transitional period 

andd the timing of the price effects, in principle, the appropiate temporary adjustment of 

thee inflation target can be derived. 

5.6.22 Short-run impact 

Next,, turn to the short run. The short-run world price level is: 

~~ eN-l0N' (5-73) 

Thee expressions for world output, world consumption and the world interest rate are 
(seee Appendix H): 

-- - . 1 — ' V 

'TV V 1WAT'' (5.74) 

rr = -(1 + 1) *» 
r2{6r2{6NN-\)-\)UNUN'' (5-75) 

Inn the short run. wages only partially adjust to competition shocks.50 As a result, the 
short-runn impact, of competition policy on output exceeds its long-run impact [compare 
formulass (5.71) and (5.74)]. 

Ann increase in competition leads to a decline in the world real interest rate. The short-

runn impact of enhanced competition on world output exceeds the long-run impact, The 

48I nn the case of product market deregulation, monetary policymakers will normally respond to second-
roundd effects only (see ECB, 2001a). An example of second-round effects is that'an initial reduction 
off  inflation due to regulatory reforms may dampen the pressure on nominal wages (via lower inflation 
expectations).. No such second-round effects occur in this model. This implies that monetary policy-
makerss should fully accommodate the price declines which follow from enhanced competition in this 
paper. . 

49I tt is important to note that this is not a conclusion of this paper. Rather, it follows bv construction 
off  the model: inflation is zero in the new steady state by assumption. There is some evidence that 
enhancingg competition may have a permanent effect on inflation. See, for instance. Neiss (2001) and 
Cavelaarss (2003). 

ll  wages are fixed, but real wages are affected by the decline in the general price level. 
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reall  interest rate must decline in order to induce a similar time-pattern for consumption 

(viaa lower savings). Notice that the world nominal interest rate must decline even more 

strongly,, given the situation of general price deflation.51 

Next,, turn to short-run international differences: 

CCdd = 

ydyd = 

11 - 7 7 ,0T - 1 

9 J V - 11 D QT ON-I 

1 - 77 7 ( 0 T - 1 ) 

^4 ^4 (5^6) ) 

- 11 D Ö j v - 1 

~d ~d (5.77) ) 

wheree D = 2 + r ( l + 0N + <Mr) - The short-run output difference (Yd) and consumption 

differencee (Cd) are always positive.52 The fact that monopolistic prices are set above 

marginall  costs makes it profitable, at the margin, for firms to accommodate additional 

demandd by producing more output. As wil l be seen below, an increase in competition 

inn the Home non-tradables sector causes a depreciation of the Home currency {X > 0), 

whichh induces net Foreign demand for Home goods (Yd > C ) . 

Thee short-run change in the general price level is 

* - [ - ^ + £ < * É V ^^  (5'78) 
Enhancedd competition leads to a decline in the general price level, even in the short 

run.533 The reason is that the downward price impact of the decline in the profit margin 

inn the non-tradables sector dominates the upward price effect of the wage increase. Thus, 

increasingg the degree of competition in the non-tradables sector has beneficial short-run 

effectss (lower prices, higher consumption). 

5.6.33 Exchange rate and current account 

Thee reduced-form solution of the short-run current account is: 

dFdF fl r - 1 <f> N ff*  (5.79) 
(C j ) 00 D 2 ( 0 * - 1) N' 

Enhancedd competition in the Home non-tradables sector leads to a short-run surplus on 

thee current account. Intuitively, enhanced competition in the non-tradable goods sector 
511 If the nominal interest rate were constant, the decline of the general price level [equation (5.73)] 

wouldd imply an increase of the real interest rate. In fact, a decline in the real interest rate can only be 

consistentt with price deflation if the nominal interest rate declines even more. ^ 
52I tt is straightforward to show that 0 < 5 ( & ) ^ v < Cd < j^O* < Yd < (I +  üf)w^^N- See 

appendixx H. 
53pdd < 0 immediately follows from Cd > 0, as can be seen by comparing equations (5.76) and (5.78). 
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leadss to a shift in Home demand away from tradable goods, which more than offsets the 

higherr income which arises from higher employment and the higher real wage rate in the 

Homee country. The lower Home demand for tradable goods implies that the short-run 

currentt account is in surplus. The short-run current account surplus is larger if the 

non-tradabless sector is relatively uncompetitive to start with (i.e. if 6N/9T low). In this 

case,, there wil l be a larger relative price decline of non-tradable goods, which enhances 

thee demand shift from tradable to non-tradable goods in the Home country. 

Thee short-run exchange rate immediately jumps to its long-run value. The exchange 
ratee response is: 

XX — X — ®T ~ * ^ ^N ^ * ^ 
Ï FF MO) 

si si AA permanent enhancement of non-tradables competition in the Home country ( ?, 

0)) leads to a depreciation of the Home currency ( f > 0). A depreciation is required, 

sincee the lower Home demand for tradable goods must be (partially) offset by higher 

Foreignn demand for tradables.54 

Thee increase in producer prices in the Home country's tradable goods sector more 

thann offsets the long-run depreciation of the Home currency. This implies that the 

Homee country's long-run terms of trade improve as a result of enhanced competition 

inn the non-tradables sector. The exact expression for the long-run terms of trade has 

beenn derived above, as it was needed to calculate the long-run international consumption 

differential.. In the short run, output prices in the Home and Foreign tradables sector 

aree not affected by a change in non-tradables competition, since nominal wages are fixed 

inn the short run.55 Therefore, the change in the Home country short-run terms of trade 

iss fully determined by the short-run change in the exchange rate. The depreciation of 

thee Home currency means that the Home country experiences a short-run deterioration 

off  its terms of trade. 

Theree is an exchange rate magnification effect for competition shocks, in the sense that X is decreas-
ingg in T. However, provided that 9S > f - we find that X < 0?v, so that the exchange-rate magnification 
effectt is quantitatively unimportant for almost all admissible parameter values (see appendix J). 

 JIn the present model, increasing the degree of competition reduces the mark-up. Thus, output 
pricess can change in the short run. i.e. nominal wage rigidity does not necessarily imply output price 
rigidity:: more competition in the non-tradable goods sector leads to lower output prices in that sector. 
However,, tradables prices are unaffected in the short run. 
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5.6.44 International spillovers 

Iff  the Home country is large, deregulation of its non-tradables sector wil l have an impact 

onn Foreign as well. Foreign output equals:56 

yy=h=h_h)J*L_h)J*L (5.81) 

Ann increase in Home competition leads to a short-run current account surplus, so that 

Homee accumulates net foreign assets (d~F > 0). The resulting wealth transfer from For-

eignn to Home induces Foreign workers to work more, leading to higher Foreign output.57 

Fromm equations (5.69) and (5.72), the Foreign price level: 

iss affected via two channels. The first is a wealth transfer to the Home country. Lower 

wealthh implies lower Foreign consumption; equilibrium in the Foreign money market then 

requiress the Foreign general price level to go up. The second channel is that Foreign's 

termss of trade worsen, so that the Foreign price level is pushed up by higer import 

prices.588 The long-run response of the Foreign CPI to enhanced competition in the 

Homee country is unambiguously positive. 

5.77 Conclusion 

Thiss chapter studies the macroeconomic impact of increasing competition in the non-

tradabless sector. Recent initiatives, both at the European level and in individual EU 

memberr states, promote a higher degree of competition in the goods and services markets. 

Thee degree in many non-tradables (services) markets is substantially less than in tradable 

56Foreignn output can be derived from equations (5.67) and (5.71), as Y = Y - -jY . 
"Thee condition dN > 2(1 - 7) ensures that 2-) > (j> T. As argued earlier in this section, this condition 

wil ll  be satisfied in practice. 
58Inn more detail, the line of reasoning is as follows. Enhanced competition in Home leads to a short-

runn surplus on the Home current account, which leads to a wealth transfer from Foreign to Home. Lower 

Foreignn wealth implies lower Foreign consumption, even when taking into account the shift of Foreign 

workerss from leisure into work. Lower consumption implies lower money demand in Foreign. Given 

thatt the Foreign nominal money supply is fixed, the general price level must go up in order to restore 

equilibriumm in the Foreign money market. The remainder of the increase in the general price level is 

duee to the increase in the price of tradable goods. Enhanced competition in Home's non-tradable goods 

sectorr leads to an improvement in Home's terms of trade, which causes Foreign import prices to go up. 
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(goods)) markets. Therefore, the non-tradables markets are priority fields of action for 
thee competition authorities. 

Thee chapter builds on the framework developed by Obstfeld and Rogoff. There are 

twoo countries in the model. Each country has two sectors (tradable and non-tradable 

goods).. In contrast to Obstfeld and Rogoff (1995, 1996), the sectors may differ in the 

degreee of competition. Moreover, I do not make the small-country assumption. These 

extensionss to the existing literature have several interesting implications. 

II  confirm the existence of the 'exchange rate magnification effect" stressed by Hau 

(2000,, 2002). Hau states that if the size of the tradables sector is small, changes in the 

fundamentalss wil l induce relatively large exchange rate fluctuations. The intuition is 

thatt for a relatively closed economy, relatively large adjustments in the exchange rate 

aree required in order to restore equilibrium in the domestic economy. I show that the 

effectt is small though for all possible parameter values in the model. 

Productt market deregulation in the non-tradable goods sector leads to a lower mark-

upp and therefore to a decline in the price of non-tradables. However, more competition in 

thee non-tradables sector may have negative spillovers to other sectors. More competition 

inn the non-tradables sector triggers an increase in labour demand in the non-tradables 

sector,, which causes a bidding up of real wages, leading to lower tradables output and a 

higherr price for tradables in the new equilibrium. The implication is that deregulating 

thee domestic services sector, via its impact on wages, wil l make a country less competitive 

internationally.. This wil l induce a nominal depreciation of the Home currency. 

Underr realistic assumptions, an increase in the degree of competition in the non-

tradabless sector raises overall output and lowers the general price level in the domestic 

economy.. This result is supportive of the Single Market project and of initiatives by EU 

nationall  authorities to deregulate domestic services markets. 

II  have highlighted four channels through which competition policy may affect the 

generall  price level: (1) a decline in profit margins (directly). (2) an improvement in the 

termss of trade (via import prices). (3) an international wealth transfer (via its impact on 

moneyy demand), and (4) an increase in labour demand (via wages). Whereas the first 

threee channels contribute to lower prices, the fourth channel works in the other direction. 

Algebraically,, the fourth channel reduces the direct price impact of lower profit margins 

(thee first channel) by roughly one-half. The second and third channels are likely to be 

relativelyy small. 

Finally,, the model helps the ECB to distinguish the impact of enhanced competition 

(whichh should, in principle, not lead to a monetary policy response) from other factors 

whichh influence the general price level. 
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Appendices s 

AA Consumption pat terns 

Consumerss maximise one-period consumption C = C^C1^1, subject to budget constraint 

ppTTCCTT + PNCN = PC. The solution of this problem is equal to the solution of the dual 

problem m 

MinMin{CT{CT,c,cNN}}  PC = PTCT + PNCN, subject to C^C1^1 = C, 

withh C fixed. The first-order conditions are: 

rr  - ^c 

__ A ( l - 7 ) r 

PN PN 

Substitutingg the conditions back into the constraint yields 

xx = TT11 N 
7 7 ( l _ 7 ) l - 7 ' ' 

Substitutingg the last equation and the first-order conditions back into the goal function 

yieldss equations (5.5) and (5.13)-(5.14) in the main text. Combining the first-order 

conditionss yields 

CCTT = 7 PN 

CCNN ~ 1 - 7 PT ' 

orr equivalent ly: 

p rr _ PTCT _ PNCN 

11 1 - 7 ' 

BB First-order conditions for households 

Thee representative household maximises life-time utilit y (5.1), subject to the period 

budgett constraint (5.10). The Lagrangian function is: 

££tt = ^ ^ - t [ 7 l o g CT l 5 + ( l - 7 ) l o g CA r , s + x l o g ( - p r ) - ^ ^] + 

s=t s=t 

+\+\ ss[P[PTT,sF,sFss + Ms - PT,S(1 + rs_!)Fs_i - M s_i - WSLS - Us + 

+PN,$CN,S+PN,$CN,S + PT,SCT,S + PT,STS}. 
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Thee separability property of the utility function [see Obstfeld-Rogoff (1995)] impl 

thatt agents smooth consumption of tradable goods independently from consumpt 

off  non-tradable goods, which drastically simplifies the mathematics. The first-order 

conditionss are 

ïes s 

ion n 

OLyOLy T,sT,s CT.s 

d£d£tt _ ( l - 7 

d£d£tt f. s_t x 

~dM~~dM~ss
 = l3 W,+K^Xs+1 = 0^ 

d£d£t t 

-Q^--Q^- = -0s fKLs - \SWS = 0. 

d£d£ t t 
-QpT-QpT = KPT,S ~ Xs+ïPT,,+i{l  + rs) = 0. 

Combiningg these conditions, eliminating A and using equations (5.5). (5.12), (5.13)-(5.14) 

andd (5.15)-(5.16), yields equations (5.18)-(5.19) in the main text. 

CC First-order conditions for firms 

Thee representative firm sets the prices of its products so as to maximise profits 

MaxMax{p{pNN{z).p{z).pTT(z)}(z)} Il(z) =pN(z)yN(z) +pT(z)yT(z) ~ w(z)l(z). 

Substitutingg the goods markets clearing conditions (5.24)-(5.25) into the profit func-
tionn yields 

HO)) =PN{Z)CN{Z)+PT(Z)[-CT{Z) + 7,C*T(Z)} ~ w(z)l(z). 

Thee first-order conditions are: 

<<  x 9l{z) 
dpdpTT(z) (z) 
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Itt is assumed that the firm takes aggregate demand for tradable and non-tradable 
goodss as given. This implies that it does not take into account any impact of its choice 
oipoipNN(z)(z) \pr(z)] on the demand for zT (zN), i.e. the cross-terms are zero: 

dcdcTT(z)(z) _ dc*T{z) _ dcN(z) 
dpdpNN(z)(z) dpN(z) dpT(z) 

0. . 

Usingg the demand functions (5.15)-(5.16), the law of one price (5.8) and the produc-

tionn functions (5.22)-(5.23), the remaining (non-trivial) partial derivatives can be written 

as: : 

dcdcNN(z) (z) 

dpdpNN(z) (z) 

dcdcTT{z) {z) 

dpr(z) dpr(z) 

dc^(z) dc^(z) 

dpdpTT{z) {z) 

dl(z) dl(z) 

dpdpNN{z) {z) 
dl{z) dl{z) 

 M*&: 
 V*' ï 

 -̂ Cf) 
11 dcN(z) 

adpadpNN(z) (z) 

11 dcT{z) 

11 PN 
-0-0TT-1-1 n 

P~T^ P~T^ 

00NN CN(Z) 

aa PN{ZY 

OTOT CT{Z) 

üü
 CN{Z) 

PN{Z) PN{Z) 

aa CT(Z) 

PT[Z) PT[Z) 

p*p*TT(z) (z) 

dpdpTT{z){z) 2adpT{z) ~ 2apT(z) 

Thenn the first-order conditions simplify to 

w(z)w(z) 9N 
ccNN(z)(z) \l-9N + 

\-c\-cTT(z)(z) + - 4 ( 2; 1-01-0TT + 

aa pN(zl 

w{z)w{z) 9T 

== 0, 

== 0. 
aa pT{z)_ 

Assumingg an interior solution, i.e. non-zero production levels, enables a further simpli-

ficationn to the first-order conditions (5.27)-(5.28) reported in the main text. 

DD Steady-state consumption 

Equationn (5.34) can be derived as follows. In steady-state the individual household's 

budgett constraint (5.10) reduces to: 

PT FF + M = FT(1 + r)F + M + WL + U - PNCN - PTCT - PrT, 
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Eliminatee common terms, divide both sides by PT and note that the government 

budgett must be balanced in steady state. Then: 

P~NCP~NCNN + ~PTcT WL + n __ 
~~ —= = rF. 
PTPT PT 

i.e.. domestic spending minus domestic income equals interest earned on net foreign 
assets.. By definition 

nn = / U{z)dz = \pN(z)yN(z) + pT(z)yT{z) - w(z)l(z)]dz = 
JoJo Jo 

==  P&YN + PZYT-WL, 

wheree the final equality follows from symmetry among Home producers. 

Thee price of non-tradable goods paid by Home consumers is equal to the price received 

byy Home non-tradable producers, i.e. PN = pp
N. The price of tradable goods paid by 

Homee consumers is a weighted average of the price received by Home tradable producers 

andd the price of imported tradable goods (which is the exchange-rate adjusted price 

receivedd by Foreign tradable producers).59 In the case of countries of equal size and 

symmetryy among producers in each country (as assumed throughout this paper), the 

pricee index of tradables consumption is related to the producer price indices as PT = 
\pv\pv + \x{p?y™ 

Substitutingg the definition of profits into the equation above and taking into account 

thee clearing condition for the domestic market for non-tradables (5.25) implies 

-pp -pp 
CCTT = rF + L^YT. 

PT PT 

Thee corresponding condition for Foreign is 

c*c*TT = r F + -S^F; . 
PT PT 

Usingg world real interest equality (5.32) and the fact that world net foreign assets must 

bee zero (i.e. F + F* = 0). the latter equation can be rewritten as 

59Bothh assertions follow directly from the definition of the consumption-based price indices of non-

tradablee (tradable) goods and the assumed symmetry among Home (Foreign) producers. 
60Notee that, in order to make clear that aggregate variables are meant, the production-based price 

indicess of Home and Foreign tradable goods \pr{h) &ndp*T(f)], are denoted as P? and (P£)' respectively. 
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EE Current account dynamics 

Thee general expression for the current account is 

FfFf  *t s-, J-i 

"t "t 

wheree the left hand side is a transfer of assets (the model does not distinguish between 

thee capital account and the change in the official holdings of foreign assets) and the right 

handd side consists of the trade balance (the first two terms) and interest payments (the 

finalfinal term on the right hand side). The current account is defined as the sum of the 

tradee balance and interest payments. Therefore, both the left hand side and the right 

handd side of this equation are equal to the current account balance. The current account 

equationss in the initial steady state, in the short-run equilibrium and in the long-run 

equilibriumm are all special cases of this general current account equation. 

Inn the initial steady state, there is full international symmetry, which implies YQ = C0 

andd (Pp)o = Po- Moreover, it is assumed that initiall y neither country owns any net 

foreignn assets, i.e. F_i = 0. This implies that also F0 = 0. Therefore, both the current 

accountt and the trade account must be in equilibrium in the initial steady state. 

Inn the short-run equilibrium, the only constraint is that the initial net foreign assets 

aree zero (Ft_i = 0). Since there is no interest income, the current account balance must 

bee equal to the trade balance. Since there is no requirement of international symmetry, 

thee trade balance (and hence the current account) may show a surplus or a deficit. The 

shortt run current account equation thus simplifies to 

dFdF = %?L-Ct. 

Thee linearised short-run current account equation for the Home country is 

HFHF ~ - ^ ~ 

Inn the long-run (steady state) equilibrium, the current account balance must be zero. 

[Thiss no Ponzi game condition follows from combining the households' and government's 

budgett constants.] Therefore, net foreign assets remain at the level acquired during the 

shortt run (dF) and the balance on the trade account must exactly offset the interest 

receiptss (payments) on these net foreign assets (liabilities). The long-run current account 

equationn is 

-- P'Y T, 
-TdF-TdF = - = - - C. 
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Thee linearised long-run current account equation for the Home country is 

d~Fd~F ^P  ̂ ^ n 
~r~~r~ww = P -P + Y-C. 

FF Determinacy of the initial steady state 

Thee following eighteen equations hold at the level of individual countries: (5.5). (5 6) 

(5.7),, (5.12), (5.13)-(5.14), (5.15)-(5.16), (5.18), (5.20), (5.21), (5.26), (5.27)-(5.28),' 

(5.29),, (5.31), (5.33)-(5.34). In the steady state, using the assumption of symmetry 

amongg producers in each country, these equations are: 

pp = (~y( PN y-\ 

ppTT = 

ii  = f, 

77 P. 

77 1 - 7' 

1 -7 7 

11 ~lP. 
CTCT = U - ^ S*  C, TJ^n—LfLY^ CCNN  C 

77 P 

FTT = ( 5 l ??! v (P^N CCT,T, YN= £*  \ c 
PPTTJJ - IN~[¥-NÏ ^ 

1 - /3 3 
rr  = , 

___ P 
MM rfl + 'i 

ZZ - - — -

nn = PTYT + P^YN-WL, 

TTTT = (-?!—) E pP ( ON \W 

LL = T + YN), 

YY - W1"1 

CNCN = y"< Cr = r F + 2 FT . 
P P T T 
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Threee more equations hold at the world level: 

P TT = ~XP*T, 

CCTT - - Or + 2 T' 

TT + T = o. 

Therefore,, we have a total of (2x18 + 3 =) 39 equations. Four of these equations turn 

outt to be redundant: (1) PT = ~XPT is implied by the definitions of the t radablejpods 

pricee indices for the Home and Foreign country; (2) CN = YN is imp l ied ly YN  ̂ = 

(~gLY(~gLY0N0N CN and VN = P ^; (3) the same is true for its Foreign counterpart C*N = YN; 

(4)) combination o f C^ = \CT + \CTT with CT = rF+^YT and YT = (g) CT and 

theirr Foreign counterparts yields PT = [ j [P j]  ̂ + I &&)']  ^ ] ^  T h e r e f o r e' 

thee above system consists of 35 independent equations. 

Thee above system of equations contains 36 endogenous variables: seventeen for the 

Homee country: 7, YT, YN, C, C ^ C ^ P ^ r , Piv, P j , F N , _ ^ , ^ F ' ï ' *' ' - f - T 

forr the Foreign country: Y\ Y*T, Y*N, C\ C*T, C*N, P\ P*Tt P ^ P ^ M ^ ) * , W , L , 

ÏÏ* ,, P*, f*, T and two variables that relate to both countries: CT and X. 

Ass in Obstfeld and Rogoff (1995), the model is closed by imposing the starting 

conditionn of zero net foreign assets (P0 = 0). 

GG The loglinearised model 

Inn this Appendix, I derive the loglinearised model and check whether the solution of the 

modell  is exactly determined. 

G.ll  Derivation of the loglinearised model 

Thee purchasing power parity condition (5.9) is the easiest to linearise. Taking logs, 

takingg total differentials and evaluating at the initial steady state yields 

PPTT = X + Pf 

Thee consumer price index for non-tradable goods is equal to the average of domestic 

producerr prices for non-tradable goods. The consumer price index for tradable goods is 

affectedd not only by domestic producer prices, but also by the price of imported tradable 
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goods.. Given the symmetry among each country's producers and making use of (5.8), 
thee expressions (5.6) and (5.7) can be rewritten as: 

PNPN = PN(h), 

PPTT = [J' Pr(z)1-9Tdz+ f XP*T{z)l-^dz)  ̂ = 
2 2 

== {iMhf^ + liXftUf-97}^. 
Linearisationn of these equations yields the expressions for small percentage deviations of 
consumerr prices from the initial steady state: 

PPNN = pN{h), 

PPTT = \pT(h) + \wTU)+X}. 

Thee corresponding equations for the Foreign country are 

hh = pfc(/), 
PPTT = \lPr(h)-X] +

Linearisingg equations (5.27)-(5.28) yields the expressions for deviations of producer prices 
fromm the initial steady state 

PJVCOO = —a -oN + w, 

" J VV — 1 

Pr{h)Pr{h) = -9T + W. 
UTUT ~ 1 

Combiningg the last six equations yields equations (5.45)-(5.48) in the main text. 

Thee log-linearised version of the expression for the general price index (5.5) is 

PP = IPT + (1 - l)PN. 

Percentagee deviations from tradables (non-tradables) per capita consumption follow 
directlyy from log-linearising (5.13) and (5.14): 

CCrr = (l--y)(PN-PT)+C, 

CCNN = I{PT-PN) + C. 

Linearisingg the expression for demand for individual tradable goods (5.17), substituting 

thee market clearing condition (5.24) and aggregating over all tradable goods yields 

YYTT = -0T[P£ - PT]  + c ? w w 
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AA similar expression can be obtained for non-tradable goods, but this expression does 

nott differ from the market clearing condition, due to the fact that the production-based 

andd consumption-based price indices for non-tradable goods are identical. 

Linearisingg the expression for world per capita tradables consumption (5.17) yields 

c™c™ = \cT + \c*T. 

Thee linearised form of the first-order conditions of the households' intertemporal opti-

misationn problem [(5.18), (5.20), (5.21)] is61 

CCTT,t+i,t+i  = {1 - 0)n + CT,u 

MMtt-P-Ptt = Ct-P[r t + ^ f ^ i 

LL = W-P-C. 

Linearisingg the definition of aggregate output (5.31) gives 

YY = iYT + (1 - i)YN. 

G.22 Determinacy of the loglinearised model 

II  wil l first consider the long-run. Thereafter, I wil l consider the equations for the short-

runn and the equations which relate both periods to each other. 

Inn the long-run, the level of the net foreign assets F is predetermined. There are 

fourteenn equations for Home and fourteen corresponding equations for Foreign. Denoting 

long-runn steady state changes by hatted overbars, the equations for Home are: 

ff = ~,PT + (1 - -y)Pjv, 

611 Recall that equation (5.19) was superfluous. This equation is therefore left out here. 
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'T 'T 

LL  = <pTYT + (pNYN, 

^^  f = 7F T + (1-7)FJV . 

"M-f"M-f  = d, 
—— _ dF 1 ^P ru> J^L. _̂  - -. 
C ^^ = ^7=H7- + ^ [ ^ T - ( P r ) * - ^ ] + r r , C ^ F ^ . 

(<-TT Jo Z 

Twoo equations relate to both countries: 

%% = f + % 
^VV = -jpT + -C r . 

Thee above system consists of 30 equations. However, the two equations which relate to 

bothh countries also follow directly from combining other equations in the system. Thus, 

theree are 28 independent equations. 

^^ In^the Jong run; there are 28endogenous variables: thirteen for the Home country: F, 

YYTT,, YN. C, CT, CN, P, P r , P r , PN, PN , F , I , thirteen for the Foreign country F* 
— **  — *  ~ *  _Cl*  _Ü* J2I*  ^ . *  J^L*  -~-p ^-.p -—,» ^ + ° J ' ' 

y r ,, r ^ , C CT . C^, P , PT, PN, ( pr ) * , (ƒ>)*, v^ , I and two that relate to both 

countries:: C7r and X . Thus, the subsystem of long-run equations is exactly determined. 

Next,, turn to the short run. The nominal wage rate is fixed. There are twelve 

equationss for Home and twelve corresponding equations for Foreign. Denoting short-run 

changess by hatted variables (no overbars), the short-run equations for Home are 
11 ~ 1 ~ pppp _ 

P*rr  ~ 11 N 

PP = 

L^TL^T  -

CNCN -

YYTT = 

LL  = 

LLss = 

99NN-\°-\°NN> > 
11 0 

eeNN-i-i 00^ ^ 
-- 7 p r + ( i - 7 ) P7 v . 

== (1-I)(PN-PT)+C, 

==  -y{Pr-PN) + C, 

==  -0T\pT(h)-PT]+C^\ 

== 4>TYT + 4>NYNl 

---- -P-c, 

CNCN — YN. 

YY = 7r r + ( i - 7 ) y A 
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Threee equations for each country relate the short run to the long run: 

ddTT-C-CTT = ( l - /3)f , 

M-PM-P = C-pr-y~(%-PT), 

JL_JL_ = YT-CT + \\pr(h)-ft{f)-X]. 
{C{CTT )o 

Twoo equations relate to both countries: 

ppTT = X + PT 

C?C? = Cr + ijCÏ -

Thee above system consists of 32 equations. The two equations which relate to both 
countriess also follow from combining other equations in the system. Thus, there areJ30 
independentt equations. There are 30 endogenous variables: thirteen for Home: Y, YT, 
YYNN,, C, CT, CN, P, PT, PN, PP, PPN, L, Is, thirteen for Foreign: ?*, ?T*, Y£, C*, Cf, 
C*C* P* P*, P*, (Pr)*, (^JV)*> £*> (LSY a nd four v a r i a b l es t n at relate t o b o tn countries: 
ddww',', X, f and dF.62 Thus, the subsystem of short-run equations is exactly determined. 

HH Solution of the loglinearised model 

H.ll  The model in country differences and world aggregates 

Itt is straightforward to rewrite the equations of the loglinearised model in terms of 
differencess between Home and Foreign variables and in terms of world aggregates. Define: 

xxdd = x - x* and xw = \{x + x*), for any variable x. 

Thee long-run equations can be rewritten as thirteen independent equations in world 

62Notee that additional variables Is and (L3)*  have been introduced, which denote labour supply in the 

Homee and Foreign country, respectively. The reason for doing this is that the labour-leisure equations 

doo not bind in the short run. In other words, the labour markets do not necessarily clear in the short 

run. . 
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aggregates: : 

n j > > 

(p(pNNr r 
—— w 
p K r r 

T T 

-~-U) ) 

p p 
w w 

CCT T 
"*-W "*-W 

YYT T 

L L 
j j 

L L 
- * - lL ' ' 

Y Y 
-~~-lV-~~-lV  ̂U! 

MM -P 

= = 

= = 

= = 

= = 

= = 

= = 

= = 

— — 

— — 

"[[  -~-W It' 
f)f)  _j_ TT^ 

99NN-\°-\°AA '' ff""
\\ -~w -—-w 

ftft  _l_ H 7 

99NN-\°-\°NN '  U ' 
-vv U.' .-. „ . 

7 P rr + ( l _ 7 ) PJ v . 
- -- W -~- li ' -~-

( l - 7 ) ( ^ - P r )) + C 
-~-u; ; 

CT, , 
-U>> -~- Ju ^ ),) 

WW - P - C , 
-~-- w ^-w 

<P<PTTYYTT + ^ y A . , 
 *~. w 

jYjYTT + (l-1)YN, 
' ' 

CC . 

;pT)u''  = w . 
-~-mm -—~ti' 

P rr = W , 

^^  N — * N , 

andd fourteen independent equations in country differences: 

——dd \ ^d ^d _ d ^ 
PPNN = --B -0N + W , PT = X, 

UUNN — 1 
j=idj=id  ~,d ^d 

PP = "?PT + (l~y)PN, 

dddd
TT = (i-i)(f d

N-fT)+e\ K = y(K-fdN)+d\ 
^d^d ~j> ^ d 

YTYT = -0T[(PT)d - PTl 
^.d^.d ^ t f j^d ^d 

LL = w -P -C , 
^d^d ^_d ^d 

LL = <pTYT + <f>NYN, 
n dd ^.d ~_d 
YY = jYT + (l-^YN. 

^ dd ^_d ^d 

MM -P = C . 
9i9idd

 n dp ,^P . :=Ld - d ^d - d 

°°TT = 2¥^w- + (Pr)d-PT + YT, CN = YN. 

Notee that dF is predetermined (in the short run, as will be seen below). Thus, there are 
T 77 - J J i ,  n „  , —W ~W ~ w —W ^ . w ' — W — W 

1111 independent equations in 2t endogenous variables: Y YT YN C C C P 

£  <5>r- <r«>- ^ r r-fd- fr- ?». c. K. ti ?] fT' (%y. i?S, K. 
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Next,, turn to the short run and recall that nominal wages are fixed in the short 

run.. The short-run equations (and the equations relating the short and long run) can 

bee rewritten as fourteen independent equations in world aggregates: 

»» ^ piw \/"U> 

Y™Y™ = C£, CN = YN, 
llww = 4>TY? + <t>NY£, 

(l*}w(l*}w  = _pw __ QW^ 

-"-I U U 

CCTT-C%-C% = (l-/?)f, 
^^  ft  nw -

M w - F ""  = Cw-0r-z^(PT-pï 

andd fifteen independent equations in terms of country differences: 

N N PiPi = -^-^r m p$ = x, 
i i 

PPdd =  7 ^ + ( 1 - 7 ) ^, 
Cjj  = ( l - 7 ) ( ^ - ^ ) + ^ C j = 7 ( ^ - ^ ) + ^ 

AM M 

LL dd = <pTY* + (t>NYii 

LL ss))dd = -Pd-Cd, 

YYdd = 7 y / + ( i - 7 ) y ^ , 

MM dd-P-Pdd = Cd--^—A%-Pi), 

~~dd ^ 

'' —w 
(Crr )o 

== ( K ^ - ^ + YT ~ C°l 
dFdF ,^> ,d ^d , Od r«t 

Notee that 7^ and c£ are determined in the long run (see above). Thus, tfrere^are^29 

independentt equations in 29 endogenous variables: Yw, Yf, Ytf, Cw, C$, C%, Pw, Ff, 
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(P£)(P£)ww,, TO1"- P%, ft», (ZT, vd, % y-, c\, c«, c%. Pd, j*?, (Pw (P»Y Pi ld 

(L(Lss))dd,, X, dF, r. ' ' 

H.22 Semi - reduced form solut ion 

Solvee the model for a permanent money shock and a permanent shock to the degree of 

competitionn in non-tradables. Since shocks are additive, the model can be solved for 

bothh shocks simultaneously. Assume that the degree of competition in tradables does 

nott change. The solution of the model is given below. The results are discussed in the 

mainn text. 

II  first solve the long-run part of the model. This yields the following long-run solution 
forr world aggregates: 

2(B2(BNN-l)-l)  T 2(6N-\)N' 

ffu:u:
 = f?> _ 1 + <j> T ~ 2-ycv> 

WNWN ~ 1) N' 

KK - W 1 + (pT T %w TIW I - 0 T -

P P == w -l+*  - 2n:. 
j - ww _ l - vT 

WW = M +— rZL 

2(0N2(0N ~ 1 

2(e2(eNN-i)-i) 3N3N> > 
i i 

2 ( 0 * - T T 

Thee long-run solution for country differences is: 

TT(CT)(CT)00 2(9N-l) °N-

(Cr)o(Cr)o 2(9N - 1) jV ' 

dddd
TT = UT + ]J^_M0TJ1II^ 

TT »T J(cSo 29T(6N-l)6^ 

dddd = u + 7(1 + <PN)_}JdF_ 9T(1 + <pT - 27) + 1<PN^ 
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^dd ^ rdF l + <Ar ^ 

^A^A ^d  ̂ 1 + <j> N rdF <PN(0T-1)^ 
PPrr  = M -[4)T + -ë^]m~0

 + 28T(0N-lfN' 

pp = M ~[4,T+ eT
 ] ( ü S " 2MÖN-1) 

(Cj)00 _2(ÖN - 1) N ' 

—dd — d rdF <j) N ^ 

(CT)oo Z\VN - A J 

Thee long-run solution for the exchange rate and the terms of trade is: 

iV) ) 

~d d 

PPTT-(P-(PTT)) -x = _ 1 _ ^ - + 5 5- ^ — ^ ^ 

Next,, solve the short-run part of the model. Recall that nominal wages are fixed in 
thee short run. This yields the following short-run solution for world aggregates: 

_̂_̂ __ ^.w -~~w \ ^w 

Y™Y™ = C% = (1 - 0)MW + 0PT + PCT, 

YYww = Cw = (l-P)MW + 0PT + PCT + -—-eN, 

FNFN ~ eN-iN' 
pww _ _ La 

~~ 't*»-1 

LLww = (l-/3)A/M + /3PT + /?Cr + ^ j -AT --
N N 
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Thee short-run solution for country differences i is: : 

~dd —d 

? JJ = [l  + i{BT-l)]M
d--,81CT + ' 

'A ' ' - 1 1 

'A ' ' 1 1 

PPNN = - f l T r i ^ , PT
d = A ^ - C ^ 

Pdd = 1M
d~1CT~ 

^^  = (0Jv + ^ T ) A ? r f - ^ r c " + - ^ - o t ii  "AT -
ATT — 1 

Thee short-run change in the interest rate and the short-run current account balance are: 

dFdF $T-l —. or—d 

(C£)00 2 "*  2 ^ ' 

Thee short-run change in the exchange rate is equal to the long-run change: 

Thee short-run terms of trade are equal to minus the exchange rate: 

pppp - {ppy -X = wd-X = ~X. 

H.33 Reduced-form solution for main variables 

Thee long-run and the short-run equations can be combined, in order to obtain the 

reduced-formsolutiraa of the model. Recall that I consider the special case of permanent 

shocks,, i.e. M = M, ?T =JT, êN = BN. The long-run variables that appear in the 

short-runn solution (CT and_iV) are combined with the short-run variable that appears 

inn the long-run solution (dF / (C j )0) . Also, 0 has been eliminated from the equations by 
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recallingg that r =  ̂ . This yields: 

dFdF <h-\^+_p_^mt 
(C?)„„  D ' 2 ( 9 „ - l 

N N 

pprr = ^-{-9^)  ~D JM + eT %-l}D°N' 

where e 

DD = 2 + r{l  + (pN + 4>T6T). 

Substitutingg the expressions for CT and PT into the earlier equation for r yields a 

simplifiedd expression for the short-run change in the world interest rate: 

__ ^_w _^.d —w ^ d 

Substitutingg the results for ^ , CT, CT, PT, PT into the equations that were obtained 

earlierr for output, consumption and the general price level yields reduced-form solutions 

forr those variables. The long-run solution for world aggregates is: 

^^ww f;w 1 + 0T ~ 1lT 
YY = C = -^rrr, T^^N' 

==  Mw-

2{d2{dNN - 1) 
11 + 0T - 2 7 ^ 

2(92(9NN-1)-1) " ' 

Thee long-run solution for country differences is: 

^^ = -(27-0r)(f l T-l)r ^ 

D D 
11 h , . „ (27-^)0^(^-1)̂  
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wheree D as defined above. Note that 

DD V 6T J 0N - 1 2\ 9T J 9N-\ 

7 ( g r - i )) a - 7 ) ( ^ ) 

(1-7)) 7 ( V ) _ ( l - 7 ) 0 r < 

2ÖWW 7 ( ^ _ i ) + ( l - 7 ) ( ^ ) 29, 29, 

1-77 1-7 
<< 0Tf.,„  ., < '2(0*-1)) 2 ( ^ - 1 )' 

Thenn it is easy to see that 

1-77 dCd 1 - 7 d?d 0T , 1 - 7 

Then,, the signs of the short-run response coefficients can be determined for all ad-

missiblee values of the underlying parameters: 

dYdYww ddw
 n dPw

 n dYw . dCw dPw 

^ -- > 0, - ^ - > 0, -^=- = 0, - ^ r > 0, -^5r > 0, - ^ r < 0, 
dAf™™ dM™ dM™ ddN d6N d9N 

ee >o, ^ > o , ^ > o , ^ > o, ^ > o, € < o-
dMdMdd dMd dMd ddN d$N ddN 

Thee short-run solution for the exchange rate and the terms of trade are: 

££ = 29T + r{l  + cpN + <f)TeT)^d | 0T - 1,
99TTDD 0T

 y9N-l'D JV' ' 

pv-{pvy-xpv-{pvy-x = -x. 

II  Relationship between several model parameters 

First,, recall that (f>T and <j> N are given by 

andd note that (f)T + 4>N — 1. Then we can establish the following relationships, which 

helpp to determine the sign of response coefficients in the main text. 

Lemmaa 1: If 7 < i then 1 + <f> T - 27 > 0. 
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'P roo f ::  If 7 < \, then 1 - 27 > 0. Note that 0 r > 0. It then follows immediately that 
11 + <f> T - 27 > 0. 

Lemmaa 2: If 9N > 2(1 - 7), then <pT < 27. 

'P roo f ::  Note that 

77 + ( 1 - 7 ) ( ^ ) ( ^ Ï ) 

iss increasing in 0T. Therefore, 

7 7 
ÓTÓT < lim l 

lr_ooo T „, , n ^.\feN-i 
77 + ( l - 7 ) ( ^ , 

Sincee (pT is decreasing in 9N, it follows immediately from 9N > 2(1 - 7), that 

77 1 
0T0T < ' ;—S = -

wheree the final equality follows from the fact that 

TT + ( l - 7 ) ( j ^ ) = 7 + ^ ( l - 2 7 ) = ï . 

Lemmaa 3: If 6N > , then <pT < . 

' P roo f ::  This follows immediately from lemma 2, by setting 7 = -. 

L e m m aa 4: If #T > 9N. then < r̂ > 7. 

' P roo f ::  Recall that 

** TT 7(V) + (1- - r ) ( £S^)
iss increasing in 6T. Therefore, it follows immediately from 9T > 9N that 

7(V)) 7 
0 TT > 7(^) + (1 - 7)(^) " 7 + U-7) = 7 ' 

or,, equivalently, ^ < 1 — 7. 

JJ The exchange rate 

Thiss appendix shows that the exchange rate magnification effect stressed by Hau (2000, 

2002)) is also present in my model, both for money shocks and for competition shocks, 

butt that it is quantitatively unimportant for almost all admissible parameter values. It 

alsoo shows that no exchange rate overshooting takes place in the model. 
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J .ll  Size of the exchange rate magnification effect 

Fromm Appendix 1.2: 

^^ 20T + r ( l + 0JV + <Mr ) xfd I $T ' 1 (  ̂ ) V 

wheree D = 2 + r ( l + 0 ^ + < M T ) -

Thee absolute size of X is decreasing in 7. In other words, the exchange rate movement 

iss larger for relatively closed economies. This can be seen as follows. The coefficient of 

MMdd is decreasing in the term 1 + 4>N + <pT0T. This term is eqiiivalent to 2 + 0T (0T - 1), 

soo that the coefficient of Md is decreasing in 4>T and therefore decreasing in 7. Similarly, 

thee coefficient of 0^ is increasing in <pN/D, which is equivalent to (1 - 4>T)/D, so that 

thee coefficient of 0^ is decreasing in <pT and therefore decreasing in 7. 

I tt is also easy to show that both coefficients normally do not exceed one: 

Lemmaa 1: The exchange rate magnification effect is unimportant for all admissible 

parameterr values in the case of money shocks. 

'P roof ::  Note that all parameters {9T,<j> T,<t> N,r) are positive and that 0T > 1, so that 

thee coefficient for Md is between 0 and 1 for all parameter values. 

Lemmaa 2: The exchange rate magnification effect is unimportant in the case of com-

petitionn shocks, unless the initial degree of competition in the non-tradable goods sector 

iss extremely limited. ^ 

'P roof ::  It is immediately clear that the coefficient for BN is positive for all parameter 

values.. Note that (0r - 1)/0T < 1, 0jv < 1 and D > 2, so that a sufficient condition for 

thee coefficient of 0 to be smaller than one is 1/[2(0N - 1)] < 1, or 9N > ^ 

J.22 No exchange rate overshooting 

Combiningg the linearised versions of (5.5), (5.9) and (5.13) with long run money market 

equilibriumm yields: 

-~-d-~-d ^_d ^d ^d ^L 

MM =C +P =CT + X. 

Thee linearised versions of (5.5), (5.9) and (5.13) also hold in the short run. Combining 

thesee equations with short run money market equilibrium yields: 

MMdd = Cd + Pd-T^-Af-X) = 
11 - P 

1-/3' ' == cï + x-^ix-x). 
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Recalll  that we consider permanent money shocks (i.e. M = Md). Moreover, intertem-

porall  consumption smoothing guarantees CT = C%. Then the above implies that 

"Z"Z  = X - ^ ( k - X) 

mustt hold for any value of j3, so that it must be the case that 

1t1t = X, 

i.e.. the exchange rate immediately jumps to its long run value. 


